


Progressive Business Men

Because
Stenotypists take the dictation of the most rapid dictators with-

out hesitation or interruption.

Result

—

Forceful Letters.

Stenotypis's' notes are printed in plain type.

Result

—

Accurate Letters.

Stenotypists are assisted by a machine— the Stenotype.

Result—More Letters.

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
General Offices:

INDIANAPOLIS, TJ. S. A.

FACTORIES:
Owensboro, Ky., and Indianapolis, hid.

District Offices:
New York Pittsburgh Waterloo

Boston Cincinnati Kansas City
Chicago St. Louis San Franc sco

Representatives Everywhere.

ARE YOU
Keeping up with progress?

Are you earning all you are worth?

Could you earn more?

STUDY STENOTYPY
—the fastest method of writing in the world. It will

qualify you fcr the best stenographic and secretarial

positions.

FREE TRIAL LESSON

THE STENOTYPE COMPANY
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE trial reading lesson.

MAIL THIS COUPON.



ISAAC PITMAN SHORTHAND
AGAIN TRIUMPHS

At the International SHORTHAND breaking all previous records. In

Speed Contest held at Chica-

go, August 20,
1 913, under the

auspices of the National Short-

hand Reporters' Association,

Mr. Nathan Behrin, an Isaac

Pitman writer, won for the

third time and permanently,

the Shorthand Writer Cup,

with an average accuracy
of 98.3% in the 200, 240
and 280 words per minute tests,

NATHAN BEHRIN
Champion Shorthand
Writer of the World
and Holder of the
World's Speed and
Accuracy Record. An
Isaac Pitman Writer

the 200 words per minute
test on solid matter Mr.
Behrin made a new World's
Record for accuracy of

99.2%.

Mr. Behrin's record for

accuracy in 1912 was 9701.

This record again es-

tablishes the unquestion-

able superiority of the
Isaac Pitman Shorthand.

Write for particulars of a Free Correspondence
Course for Teachers, and a copy of "Which System"

Barrett's Book of Homonyms
The work was written from a practical rather than from a theoretical viewpoint, and all the exercises have been

given repeatedly to the author's classes during the past eight or ten years. It is a book that should be in the
hands of every student and writer of English, of every amanuensis, and especially of every writer of phonography,
who often finds the similarity of conflicting outlines so perplexing and confusing. The object of this book is to
cover a field not heretofore exploited by any other textbook. It is not a grammar nor a spelling book, but is

supplemental to both, and contains information, not elsewhere furnished, that cannot fail to be serviceable to
every person who uses the English language.

"The work is written from a practical standpoint, and covers a field not heretofore exploited by
any other textbook."

—

Boston Times.

"To students of stenography this is an especially valuable book. It contains just such information
as will help any stenographer to see what the top looks like."

—

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

"Every teacher of English knows the difficulty of teaching the correct use of homonyms with rules
and definitions. This book presents nearly six hundred homophonous and homogeneous words and their
definitions, and gives four complete exercises with each set to illustrate their use. These consist of a
paragraph for dictation, a group of sentences to be described, examples of incorrect usage and a letter.

Commercial classes in high schools and business schools will find the book most useful in both short-
hand and language work.
"The book is of unusual merit and deserves wide use."

—

American School Board Journal, Milwaukee,
Wis.

192 pages; clotH, gilt, 75 cents
Teachers' Examination copy, postpaid, 50 cents. Mention school.

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS
2 West 45th Street New York
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BALTIMORE ADOPTS TOUCH TYPEWRITING"

After due investigation into the merits of the various systems of touch typewriting, the

Department of Education, Baltimore, Md., has adopted for use in the Baltimore City College

and other schools Mr. Charles E. Smith's "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting."

A SIGNIFICANT FACT
It is a significant fact that all the World's Championship Records are held by typists who learned

Touch Typewriting by going from the outside keys toward the center, thus correcting the want of bal-

ance in the fingers of the untrained hands.

Charles E. Smith's "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting" is the leading exponent of the Bal-

anced Hand Methods. It produces winners because it is the most constructive system of typewriting
ever devised. It follows the line of least resistance, so that students become rapid, skilful typists with a

minimum amount of effort. It trains all the fingers all the time. The fingers are trained first on those

keys over which they are naturally held when in their normal position. It is scientifically and peda-
gogically correct.

NOW READY—ELEVENTH REVISED EDITION
Stiff paper covers, 50c; Cloth, 75c. Teachers* Examination Copy, postpaid, 34c. and 50c. respectively.

Mention School.

Also adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, PUBLISHERS
2 WEST 45th ST,

NEW YORK

For jTrial

12 pens, different pat-

terns, in a vest-pocket

metal box, post paid

10 cents.

SPENCERIAN PEN CO.

It is not permitted to the most
just of men to judge his own
CaUSC—Pascal.

No system of shorthand can be judged
aright by its author. No matter how just
he may be in his intentions, natural hu-
man partiality will make him sure to over-
rate it. Distrust, therefore, the self-lauda-
tion of the shorthand author or promoter.
If you are choosing a system take one
that has the approval of the greatest
number of disinterested persons who have
had experience of the kind that fits them
to know what they are talking about.

Benn Pitman Phonography
is recommended by thousands of short-
hand reporters, shorthand amanuenses,
shorthand teachers, and shorthand ama-
teurs who have tried and tested it in the
sixty years of its lifetime.

// you want to see what they say about it write to the
publishers.

The Phonographic Institute Company,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Benn Pitman, Founder..
Jerome B. Howard, President.
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Causes of Incompetence in Stenographers and

Bookkeepers

A large number of incompetent stenographers and book-
keepers are being sent into the business world. Is it the
fault of the schools or of the employing public?

Let us go back of the employer and the school for some of
the causes affecting the efficiency of bookkeepers and stenog-
raphers. What about the home as the third contributing cause
to inefficiency?

The teachers in private business schools and in business
departments of high schools, do not always know the kind
of homes that pupils come from. The home influence may

frequently handicap pupils to such an extent
that they are not personally responsible for

Home lack of mental vigor and intelligent response
Influence to the conscientious efforts of the best teach-

on Pupils ers* * nave known bookkeepers and stenog-F raphers who were very capable under ordi-
nary circumstances, to be so unbalanced by

constantly recurring experiences of a disagreeable nature at
home that for days at a time they were unfitted for th*» most

ordinary work. Then there are the doting parents who be-
lieve that their sons and daughters should not be treated as
ordinary human clay, but should be the objects of special
privileges. When the children of such parents are repri-
manded sharply when they are late in reaching their desks,
when they are asked to remain after hours, or to return in

the evening to do important work, or when the expected
advance in salary does not materialize, they are sure to find
in the home a full measure of maternal and paternal sym-
pathy. We should teach our pupils that successful business
men have fought for commercial supremacy; that they must
continue to hold the advantages they have gained, that busi-
ness is, and must necessarily be, coldblooded, and in a meas-
ure appear heartless to boys and girls who

?
for the first time,

are brought face to face with the exacting demands of a
well-conducted business office.

We should teach our pupils that advancement in business
only comes to those who earn it, and that added compensa-
tion for services rendered is often rightly withheld until

the greater earning capacity of the book-
How to keeper or stenographer has fully offset and
Earn Ad- canceled the cost of the first week or month

vancement °* office training, when the beginner has not
only earned nothing, but in the process of

learning has required the constant attention of some one who
was earning and receiving a good salary.

We should make our pupils realize that the business men
to whom they apply for positions have no interest in the
money that they have spent for school expenses, or the length
of time they have attended the business school or business
department. They should know that it is a question of ef-
ficiency only, and that there is competition in efficiency as
in other things.

We are, I am sure, teaching efficiency to our pupils, the
principles of debit and credit, and their elastic application
and adaptation to as many varieties of business as time will

permit. We are teaching rapidity and rea-
Duty sonable accuracy in arithmetical work, we
Toward are teaching concentration through which effi-

Employer ciency may come—business forms, comraer-v * cial penmanship, business correspondence,
commercial law, English spelling, shorthand, typewriting, and
other branches that should be and usually are correlated with
the branches I have mentioned. But, are we teaching our
pupils the duties of the employee toward the employer? Are
we teaching personal cleanliness, neatness in person and
dress, systematic and orderly arrangement of papers and ma-
terials handled, remembering always that the teacher has not
taught until the ?upil has learned?

A. N. Palmer.

What Stenographers Should Study

William L. Anderson, of Dorchester (Mass.) High School,
led a conference on "Recent Tendencies in Shorthand" at the
Commercial Teachers' Institute in Salem, Mass., last month.
He said:
"Every stenographer should have a course in penmanship,

and at least the simple principles of bookkeeping, a course in
commercial law, courses in commercial geography, the history
of commerce, and a good course in business English. If in
addition he could have one or more of the sciences, a course
in mathematics, some history and foreign languages, this
would be more nearly ideal."



By F. O. Pinks

Second of a Series of Seven Monthly Articles

Instruction 21

Drill 28. Try to put eight hundred revolutions in this
drill, using a touch so light that the pen will not break
through the outer surface of the paper. Much good may be
derived from the right kind of practice on ovals, while
thoughtless, haphazard practice of them is almost sure to work
a great deal of harm. Try to make each revolution exactly
the same size as the others; this makes for control. Let the
whole weight of the hand rest entirely on the third and
fourth fingers to insure lightness of touch. Make it extend
oyer two ruled spaces to give you reserve scope. Make the
eight hundred revolutions in just four minutes.
• Drill 29. Make one hundred forty e's in one minute. Your
difficulty will likely lie in making the up line too nearly
straight, and this, of course, will cause you to put too much
curve in the down line. Try tracing the base line to the
right a short distance after each e.

Drill 30. Write "we" twenty-six times in one minute. Get
a good drop motion in the connective line, round turns at the
base line, and under motion in the up lines.

Instruction 22
Drill 31. Notice that the connective line in c is similar

to the initial line in small m ; also that it is of the same width
on top as one section of small m or n. Count dot-1, dot-2,
dot-3, dot-4, dot-5, for each group, and make seventy-five a
minute. When a word begins with small c, start with a dot
instead of with the old-fashioned up line. This is also true
of initial o, a, d, g and q.

Drill 32. Write "came" at the rate of eighteen or more a
minute. Close a at the top, and see that the up lines in m
contain sufficient over motion so they will not be sharp on
top.

Instruction 23

Drill 33. Notice that first part of small v is just like one
section of m; it should therefore be made with the over
motion. The letter is finished with a re-trace, or drop
motion, exactly like the finish of small w. Use an under-
over motion, or compound curve, between v's, or between
small o and v. Count two for each v, and make eighty a
minute.

Instruction 24

Drill 34. This style of r is recommended in preference to
the other kind, for the reason that it admits of a much higher
rate of speed, and furthermore, because it looks like a printed
r. A careful study of the first line of the drill will show you
just how it is made, although it will likely take considerable
practice to give you the knack of making it well. Count ten
for each group of five, and make from ninety to a hundred in
one minute.

Drill 36. Write "river" from sixteen to eighteen times in
a minute, and watch the drop motion following the two r's
and the v.

Instruction 25

Drill 37. By careful study of first line in this drill, it will
be seen that the last section of small morn forms the main
part of x. Make the letter round on top and on the bottom by
getting plenty of over motion in the first line and plenty of
under motion in the last line. The cross should be made
last, and while it may be struck either up or down, it seems
the more logical to make it up for the reason that it is on
the same slant as the up lines: Let the two lines intersect
just one-half space above the base line. Write "vixen" at
the rate of sixteen a minute. See that the letters are spaced
evenly; most pupils have a tendency to get the x and e too
close together.

Illustration 21



Instruction 26

Drill 38. Write "winnow" at the rate of from fourteen
to sixteen a minute; "move," twenty a minute; "cameo,"
eighteen a minute; and "warrior," from fourteen to sixteen
a minute. Get plenty of drop motion after w, v, o, and r;
close a and o at the top; make the down lines on the same
slant, and get plenty of curve in the up lines. Keep the wrist
off the desk, and point the pen holder over a place just half
way between the shoulder and the elbow.

Instruction 27

Prill 39. As there are thirteen capital letters that may
begin with the reverse loop given in this lesson, it behooves
you to safeguard against future difficulties by learning to
make it well now. Most pupils make it entirely too' long by
beginning with a straight line instead of with a curve. Be-
fore coming in contact with the paper, let the pen get a
"running start," over an imaginary line something like the one
connecting the loops in the second exercise in the lesson.
This will also make you less likely to get a break in the
curved line that connects the loop with the main down line.

Instruction 28
Drill 40. Let the first section of capital M be higher than

the second, and the second higher than the third, so that if
a slanting line were drawn across the top of the letter it
would just touch each section. Notice that the finishing
stroke of every other M on the first line, beginning with the
first M, and of all those on the second line, is a true curve
like the final line in capital A, and that it drops below the
base line. If you don't like the kind with a loop between
the first and second sections, you may avoid making one by
stopping an instant at the point where the first section touches
the base line. Personally, I prefer the loop for the reason
that it requires less skill and is also quicker. Make about
forty M's a minute

; pull the down lines toward the center of
the body, and avoid making any of the sections sharp on
top by getting sufficient over motion in the up lines.

Drill 41. In writing the word "Minnow," you may make
the "M" and the "i" separate, as in the first three words on
the line, or join them as in the last word. Watch the drop
motion after o and w, and the under motion between the
other letters. If the last sections of the n's are sharp on top
it shows that the up line is too nearly straight. Remedy
the trouble by getting more over motion, and not by making
the section broader.

Instruction 29 ,

Drill 42. If you can make M well you will likely have
little difficulty with N. Guard against making the last section
too high; if it should be sharp on top, get more curve in the
up line.

Drill 43. Write "Nine" at the rate of eighteen or more
a minute.
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Instruction 30

Drill 44. Reckoning small o as one space, t should be two
spaces high. It is like an extended i, and the pen should not
be lifted in making it. The secret of perfecting t lies in
being able to make the first half of the initial stroke contain
sufficient under motion, and in making the second half of the
same stroke straight in order to retrace over it with a straight
down line. Count 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, for each group of five, making
the down lines on the count Finish the fifth t with an over
motion one space high, which serves in lieu of the cross.
This style is to be preferred in all cases where a word ends
with t. All the way from ninety to one hundred twenty
good t's, uncrossed, should be made in one minute. As the
cross requires more care than skill, you might try using it

only on every third line.

Drill 45. Write these words at the rate of from twenty
to twenty-four a minute. Watch the two drop motions ; close
a's at the top, and avoid making t too broad at the bottom.

Instruction 31

Drill 46. Many pupils make the mistake of using a hinge
motion in making the up line in small 1; this produces too
much slant, and requires that the down line, in order to form
a loop, be curved. Use a true under motion in the up line, a
slight extension of the fingers as the pen nears the top, a
direct pull motion toward the center of the body in making
the down line, and a slight check in the speed in finishing
the letter at the bottom. Notice that the two lines cross just
one space above the base line. Make from one hundred to
one hundred twenty l's in a minute. Count 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8,
9-10, 11, for each group of five. Another way that is to be
recommended in case the letter is badly distorted, is to say
to one's self, curve, curve, curve, curve, curve, curve, for the
up lines, trying each time to put into practice the idea sug-
gested by the word. In making "itl" in first line, be sure
that the three down lines are made with a rapid, relaxed
push-pull movement, so they will be on a uniform slant.

Drill 47. Write these words at the rate of twenty or more
a minute. You will likely find a tendency to make either a
sharp, angular turn at the bottom of 1, or one that is so
rounding as to be put of harmony with the finish of other
little letters ending on the base line. Neither come to a full
stop nor go too fast; strike the happy medium. However,
if the letter is to have either fault, the one last mentioned
seems to me to be the least objectionable.

Instruction 32
Drill 48. Try to make the initial loop in H not much, if

any, larger than little o, and to keep the main down line nearly
straight. As the second part of the letter should begin with
a decided curve, like the first stroke in capital O, and as the
motion preceding contact of pen to paper should be in the
direction of the line to be made, you will do well in all your

Illustration 23

33

Illustration 24
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Mr. Pinks—Continued

practice of this letter to swing the pen from the bpttom of
first stroke around to the right, as if you were going to make
a capital O, or a direct oval, and without checking the speed,
drop the pen to the paper as it passes the point where the
second part should begin. To avoid making a loop at the
bottom of this 'stroke, come to a full stop. To make the
angle at this point more acute, and to add grace to the ap-
pearance, start the first line of the middle loop with a decided
curve.

Drill 49. There are two drop motions in Harmon, also an
a and an o that you should remember to close at the top. Pull
the down lines toward the center of the body ; watch the over
and under motions that should be used, and write the word
about twelve times in a minute.

Instruction 33

Drill 50. Like second stroke in H, that in K should also
be begun with a motion like that used in starting capital O.
Notice that the finishing stroke extends below the base line,

and that it is curved abruptly to the right. Get enough com-
pound curve in the first stroke in second part of letter so
that the little loop will be horizontal.

Drill 51. Write this word at the rate of fourteen a minute,
and watch the s's to see that they are sharp on top and one
fourth space higher than the other little letters.

Instruction 34

Drill 52. As h is a combination of 1 and one section of m,
and as you have had practice on both of these letters, you
should have little trouble with this lesson. Let the two lines

forming the loop cross one space above the base. Owing to
lack of over motion in beginning second part, there is a
tendency to make it sharp on top.

Drill 53. Write this word at the rate of fifteen or sixteen
a minute. If your writing in this word can be read only by
aid of context, for the reason that h looks like a poorly made
"li," and that it is difficult to tell where h ends and u begins,
and where u ends and m begins, or where the m's are
separated, what should you do to remedy the trouble?

Instruction 35

Drill 54. Notice that the second part of k does not retrace

the first part but a short distance; that the little loop is

nearly horizontal, and that the line from this loop to the base
line is straight and parallel with the other down line.

Instruction 36

Drill 56. Notice that the widest part of b is located just

one space above the base line; do not close the letter at this

point. To avoid that unsightly and slowly-made obtuse angle
at point where connective line joins b with a following letter,

get an abundance of drop motion. Count 1-2 for each letter

and make from eighty to ninety a minute.
Drill 57. This word was selected for the reason that it con-

tains a drop motion after each letter. Get a compound curve
between o and r, and between the two r*s. Write from
fourteen to sixteen a minute.

Instruction 37

Drill 58. This style of little r is fast becoming obsolete,

for the reason that to make it well a full stop is required at
the upper right-hand corner, or shoulder, and rapid writers
refuse to waste the time; at least, they don't stop, and the
result is, their r looks like an undotted i. If you prefer it,

however, remember that the first up line should extend one-
fourth space above the other little letters, and that you should
come to a full stop at the shoulder above mentioned, so that
the angle shall be distinct

Instruction 38

Drill 59. Most careless writers make s round on top instead
of sharp, and no higher than the other one-space letters. You
will likely encounter also a tendency to make at the base an
angular turn in the down line. Notice that it is round on the
bottom; also that it connects with the up line at a point not
far above the base. Count 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, for each group of
three.

Instruction 39 and 40

Drills 60 and 61 are movement exercises made up of im-
portant review letters. In putting in the cross lines, turn the
paper to the right one-fourth the way around. Criticise your
work carefully for irregularities in size, spacing, slant, etc.,

and guard against the least symptom of muscular tension.
Don't do all the writing on either nib of the pen* equalize
the pressure on both by rolling the holder to the right or left,

and by holding the hand in a position such that the holder will
point over a place midway between the shoulder and the
elbow. See that the lines are strong and firm—free from
every trace of tremulousness. If there is an angular break
in the symmetry of the C, look for the cause that produced
that effect.

Illustration 26

Illustration 27

Illustration 28
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Arithmetic and Rapid Calculation
By H. Winfield Wright, LL.B.

Strayer't Business College

Philadelphia, Pa.

Interest

THAT which we pay the lender for the use of his dol-
lars is interest. Value given, or money paid, for the
use of a house or a bit of land, we call rent ; for the

privilege of using a horse, or a boat, hire; for the privilege
of making use of a man's skill, wages, salary, etc. Man's
wants are so many that he finds it very difficult to get along
without borrowing, or hiring, the property of others. He
borrows both real and personal property. Using the prop-
erty of others—doing business with it—costs him money or
its equivalent, e. g., using Jno. Brown's money to aid him,
the borrower, in business, he must hand Brown legal pay,
compensation, for its use—interest.

The Dollar Is the Basis

For the privilege of using a dollar of mine in any way you
wish for one year you agree to pay me, say, five cents. In
the very same way you would agree to pay me $1,000 per
annum for the privilege of using my building as a factory,
store or dwelling. The price of usage is even mentioned in
writing in both cases—in a note in one case and in a lease in

the other. The only difference is that the figure paid for the
use of the dollar is called interest; the payment in respect of
the house, rent. For one hundred of my dollars you agree
in your note to pay me one hundred times five cents just as
you would agree in your lease to pay me one hundred times a
one-house-rental for one hundred houses. Therefore, the
price paid for the use of one dollar, multiplied by the number
of dollars in question, gives the interest and the sum owing
me by the borrower at the end of one year. Having figured
the income for one year the interest for any number of years
can be found very easily. Now, if the other party enjoys the
privilege of using my money for only six months he would
then, of course, pay me one-half of a year's interest. To
compute the interest for any period of time shorter than one
year find what fractional part of one year the shorter time
is Multiply the interest on the amount of money for one
year by the fraction. The result is the interest for any part
of a year for which one would wish to ascertain his revenue
or income.

Example : Find the figure owing us on Toe Wood's 90 day
note, which he wishes to pay off to-day. It has been running
for 77 days. Rate, 6%, or 6 cents on each dollar per an-
num. Face, $594.
The teacher would here do well should he draw up the

note form on the board.
Rule: Find the interest upon the face for one year. Mul-

tiply this by the fraction which the number of days given is

of a whole year.

Solution

—

$594X.06X77/360=$7.62
To make cancellation easy we will handle the given factors

as follows:

$594X 06X77

360
Multiplying a factor, in both the numerator and denomi-

nator, by 100 to rid ourselves of the decimal fraction, .06, we
have

—

$594X6X77

Cancelling, we have

—

36000

$594X77

6000
Dividing a factor in both the numerator and the denomi-

nator by 1000, gives us

—

$.594X77

From the last we derive the rule below.

Rule : Set the decimal point in the face of the note or

draft three points to the left. Multiply this result by the
number of days and divide by 6.

Now to find the interest, when the rate is other than 6%,
we must add, or subtract, enough to make things right, e. g.,
when the rate is 8%, or 8 cents a year on each dollar loaned,
first find the result at 6% and then add to the figure one-third
of itself, which is 2%, the difference between 6% and 8%.
On the other we would have to deduct something if the rate
given were lower than 6%.
These are the book entries :

Cash $594
To Bills Receivable $594

to take care of the note, and
Cash $7.62

To Interest *
$7.62

to take care of the interest due to-day.
In the up-to-the-hour business house it is very, very seldom

that interest is ever figured for a longer term than 90 days,
the time being invariably expressed as so many days. There-
fore, the above rule is a very useful one to follow in most
cases, and to fall back upon in all cases. The student will
find that he can use it in all cases. He should, however, un-
derstand the rule clearly right back to the rudiments, and be
able to evolve the rule, as we have just done at any time.
Should he ever forget the rule, while figuring in some office,
he will be able to work it up.

Advice to Teachers

The average student is too often rushed over about six
different schemes for handling the subject, with the certain
result that he knows nothing, well, about this cruelly abused
section of mathematics. Business men complain of his ineffi-
ciency. He is woefully slow, because he loses much valuable
time sorting around to see which one of his many much-
teacher-tooted methods best fits the proposition in hand.
The successful teacher begins at the beginning, striving to

make the initiatory moves as simple and clear as it is pos-
sible for a human to do. He makes the illustrative examples
and problems short and easy. He does not spend a whole
class period explaining, at the board, some long and compli-
cated problem, trying to cover the whole subject with one
swoop of oratory. He gives the student a chance to work out
a short problem, covering the point he has just explained on
the board, and moves around the class-room while the stu-
dent is busy. In this way he can measure the results he is
getting, guiding and encouraging the timid and slow; prod-
ding the lazy and indifferent. He fits his illustrative problems
to the successive steps- takes nothing for granted; explains
every point, even though it seems to him ever so trivial ; asks
questions; reasons; in short, educates; does not fail to have
his^ class work out problems under each of the points ex-
plained ; does not move on to new fields until the proper time
arrives; reviews at the end of each class period the work
covered; leaves a clear impression in the young mind instead
of chaos.
As an exercise in rapid calculation and a review of arith-

metic nothing is better than to have the students work but
about 5, 6 or 7 (depending upon the general speed of the class)
of these interest problems, during the last 8 or 10 minutes
of the class period. Five minutes for figuring out the work
and 3 to 5 minutes for hearing the results, closes up the
period very nicely. The slower and more backward students
should be asked individually to call out the results, especially
for the first two or three problems given. The older and
speedier students should be required to call out the last two
or three results in the series assigned. It will be interesting
and pleasing, both to the teacher and to the class, to see
scores of hands go up as correct results are read back by
the students called upon.
The young American always does things when you race

him against time.

Bank discount will be discussed in the next paper.
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Choosing an Occupation in the Commercial Field

By C. L. Chamberlin, Osseo, Michigan

—

Second Article

Salesmanship

THE openings for the young man or woman who wishes
to enter business in the sales department are numerous.
In general they are of three-fold nature; viz., retail, as

in a retailing store of the modern merchant ; the traveling rep-
resentative of the manufacturer, wholesaler or jobber, who
calls in person on the retail merchant and takes orders from
samples for goods to be delivered later; and the office sales-
man who strives to perform the duties of either retailer or
wholesaler directly by correspondence with the buyer. The
old-time occupation of house to house agent is still followed
to a greatly reduced extent, but it may be considered a sub-
division of the divisions already mentioned. In like manner
we find many local retailing merchants selling to the con-
sumer from samples, the goods themselves to be delivered
later.

The requirements for rilling successfully any position in-
volving the selling act are much the same for all positions.
They vary in degree rather than in kind. That is, it requires
a knowledge of human nature, of how the mind must be ap-
proached to gain attention, of how best to show the goods so
that they seem to fill the prospective's wants, of how and when
to draw the talk to a close and seek the order. These things
were formerly learned one by one through the hard knocks
of actual experience, but in recent years men skilled in the
selling process have been able to analyze it, and to set down
on paper the steps of the whole art. With these in mind the
beginner is able to work intelligently from the first and to
make rapid improvement.

Salary or Commission

Undoubtedly salesmanship is a calling that receives the
highest remuneration of any at which a beginner may set
himself without previous knowledge or experience. One can-
not begin at once to fill a position as stenographer or book-
keeper no matter how "natural" it may be for him. There
are certain things to be learned and practised. But the gift
of salesmanship, that is, the insight into human nature which
permits its possessor to attract, interest and convince another
of his personal need for certain things is one not infrequently
bestowed. There is a scientific side which all may learn by
which they may perform the selling act to greater or less de-
grees of success, just as different individuals perform any
act, and this must be acquired by the one who would rise
to the top. But there is such a thing as making good as sales-
man from the beginning and for this reason those who are
thus naturally gifted may secure a greater salary at the be-
ginning than those who enter other lines of effort after many
months of experience. But not every one is fitted for the
work of a salesman, and again the immediate remuneration
is not the only thing to be looked for. There is such a thing
as "choosing an employer" and an occupation as well as
"choosing an employee." .

Few positions depend so much upon the individual for
success as that of the salesman. For this reason in those po-
sitions where the extent of sales is limited only by the per-
sonal ability of the salesman it is customary to give a com-
mission in place of stated salary. The beginner who travels
for a wholesaling house is apt to seize the position offering a
fixed salary in preference to that which offers only a per cent
commission. In so doing he shows his fear of being unable
to earn his salary and his employer views his acts with a
watchful eye for a time. If he has the qualities that lead to
success he will soon earn more than his salary, and will then
ask to be changed to a commission basis, a change most em-
ployers are willing to make since it is the fairest way of
arranging remuneration where there is a real use and need
for the goods to be sold.

In case the market for an article must first be created and
the nature of it is such that the making of a market is doubt-
ful and slow at best, the employer should be willing to stand
the chance of loss by paying at least a minimum sum as a sal-
ary, and a per cent commission for sales amounting at this
per cent to more than the salary. The young person seeking
employment should bear this in mind and insist on some guar-
antee of salary while the demand is being created. But it is

only fair that in case the salesman shows no improvement in

results as compared with others, and there are no local hin-
drances not met with by others, he should be willing to resign
and give way to another or at least drop back to a commis-
sion basis in place of guaranteed salary. Contracts embody-
ing this are only fair to both parties. But in case of a de-
mand already existing for the general article, if not for the
special make, results will depend more upon the persona)
skill of the salesman, and he should either expect to sign for
commission entirely or resign immediately, if after a trial

of a month or two he is not earning his guaranteed salary at

the usual per cent of commission.
Employers will often take on promising beginners at a

moderate guaranteed salary, and commission beyond certain
earnings in addition, in order to train them in the details of
the business. But this is only on a contract for several
months or a year, and the expectation is that while the be-
ginner may not earn his salary the first month or two, by the
right application he can learn the business and toward the
close of his contract period be earning more than his salary.

Too many beginners seek a contract of this kind, pocket the
salary not fully earned the first months, and when they have
learned the science and art of salesmanship so that they earn
more than the guarantee, break their contract and go else-

where where they may receive the amount they earn. This
act is dishonest and highly unfair to the employer who bore
their mistakes and losses and who is entitled to a share of
their successes in consequence.

Beware of Offers "High Salaries to Beginners

The papers are full of advertisements offering immense
salaries to salesmen, "experience unnecessary/' There is

some loophole to these offers for no house will continue month
after month to pay a salary that is not earned, and if the
salesman is really earning what he receives he would as a
rule prefer a commission basis so that when he chose to exert
himself, to cover more ground in less time, etc., he would
receive directly the increased commissions. A few honest
houses offer a moderate salary on eight months or a year's
contract, expecting to be repaid on the average, but in the
extravagant offers frequently seen there is always a loophole
which makes the salary named contingent upon the selling
of a stated quantity of goods. Such offers are rarely made
by good houses, for it is only another way of selling inferior
goods or common goods at higher prices that permit an un-
usually large commission, one so large that were it named it

would appear suspicious.
For example, an offer is made of a guaranteed salary of $100,

the commission basis being fixed supposedly at 285 per cent.
Thus it would require a sale of $400 to afford a salary of
$100, but the contract reads that a salary of $100 per month
will be paid provided that no month shall the sales fall below
$250, or if they do fall below $250, then the salesman must
accept such part of $100 as his real sales are of $250, as salary.
This is merly a blind to pay 40 per cent instead of 25 per cent.,
for $100 is 40 per cent, of $250, the sales for which they are
willing to pay $100 for making. But 40 per cent would be
high commission on many legitimate lines, and its offer would
be viewed with suspicion, but when the commission is claimed
to be 25 per cent, and salary paid, this fact is often concealed
even from the experienced party in the mass of artfully ar-
ranged wording. Beware of offers of high salaries to begin-
ners. Prefer a moderate commission from a reliable, well-
established house. This will put you on your mettle; the in-
crease in commission will be a spur to greater effort, and the
success of fellow salesmen on commission a further incentive
to harder work during the period when you should expect
to work hardest, than when you are beginning your career.

Opportunities of Retail Salesmen

The opportunities in retail stores are open everywhere. The
payment is made in fixed salary usually by the week and the
number of hours run from eight to X. The value of X is al-

ways unknown and determined by the conditions under which
it is used. As for opportunities in city, town or village stores,
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we would recommend the larger village or town for the begin-
ner. Here the opportunities will be sufficiently great as are
desirable in the completeness of lines carried, while the chance
to learn the business in all departments from the ground up
are much greater than in the city store, where one is confined
to a single counter in but one of many departments. A gen-
eral or dry goods store in a town of 2,000 to 4,000 population
permits a young man to serve in the men's clothing, hats, caps
and small furnishings, boots and shoes, dry goods in rolls and
bolts, ladies clothing, etc., and thus acquire knowledge of the
duties pertaining to what will comprise separate departments,
rooms and counters employing perhaps hundreds of clerks in
a city of 100,000 to 500,000. He acquires knowledge that fits

him for a managership of department, and later for a floor
managership, perhaps general managership of a store.

Salaries may run 'from $8 or $10 per week for the country
store or beginner to $20 to $50 per week for skilled service.
Managerships pay to correspond with the work, often running
up to $5,000, $510,000, etc., per year, plums worth cultivating
some time if picking may come later. The salary of the store

man or woman is usually less than the traveling man, for the
latter is at greater inconvenience in being absent from home.
Then he is more likely to be on commission, and under favor-
able conditions run up a large monthly salary. On inside in-
formation we know many of the men who sell the National
Cash Register to Chicago business men, right where they have
been selling them for years, earn on commission from $5,000
to $7,000 per year. They receive expenses besides this. The
item of expenses for travelers is usually paid by the employer,
and is not considered in either salary or commission arrange-
ments, since the house expects to pay them in either case.

As summary we say, if you have had experience selling any-
thing where success depended upon personal effort, and proved
successful, if you deem yourself fitted for that career, there
are greater opportunities at the beginning and no limit but
that of personality. There will always be men wanting others
to sell something. With personal fitness, less technique is de-
manded of the salesman, but in the end success may come in
other lines equally great. Another article will cover office

salesmanship.

By Guy R. Newberry, Wichita (Kans.) Business College

Of 1,100 cases of removal from country to city personally A co-operative egg-selling association, with the schoolhouse
investigated by T. J. Coates, supervisor of rural schools in as the place for gathering eggs, the children to bring them in
Kentucky, more than 1,000 were caused by a desire for better and the teacher to supervise sales, is suggested by W. J. Shu-
school, church and social advantages. ford, of Hickory, N. C.



Bookkeepers' Penmanship

A. F. Jaksha, of L. C. Smith Bros., Portland, Ore.

Second Article

Illustration 7

Ledger headings should not be different from ordinary writing. They should be free from
flourishes, as they must be in contrast with figures. Superfluous lines in a ledger make it diffi-

cult to look up accounts where several appear on one page. In other words, flourishes of any kind
have no place in a ledger. Bear this in mind.
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Illustration 9

Signature work requires considerable practice. Aim to make the capitals about the same
height. These were made rapidly and without any forethought whatever, just as I thought of the
names while writing. Had I practised on these they would have been written much better, but
that was not the purpose I had in view. That is my everyday rapid business writing, and when
writing receipts, etc., I always make it a point to join the customers' initials in a rapid, grace-
ful manner which nearly always attracts their attention. People as a rule like to see their names.
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r commercia 1 Law
By George Harrison McAdam

New York City

Member New York County Lawyers Ass'n.

Contracts

Second Article

IN
the first article of this series, en-

titled "The Reasonableness of the

^^I^um^h^BI Law/1
it was laid down as a general

^H^H^^HH rule of law that no one is obliged to

^|^H|^^^^H| do anything for nothing, and that the
^^^H^^H^H presumption of the law is that he is not

^^^^^H^^^fl doing it for nothing. It follows from
^^^^^^^^^H this that at every step in a man's life,

Hl^^^^^l he either incurs a liability or creates

HSH^^H^^H an obligation. From birth to burial

HHh^^H^^I man's life is governed by contract. One
^HBH|^^HH earns his living by the terms of some
^^^HS^^^H contract, is buried by contract, and if

^^^Hf9H^H a monument to his virtues is placed
SHBBkSHj over his remains, the inevitable con-

tract plays its part. Asleep or at meals
a contract for bed and board hovers somewhere in the back-
ground. It is of vital importance, therefore, that every one
should know what the essentials of a legal contract are.

A contract may be defined as an agreement between two
or more parties for the doing or not doing of some specific

thing. The essentials' of a legal contract are: first, parties

able to contract; second, the meeting of the minds in agree-

ment of the parties; third, the morality or legality of the

thing to be done or refrained from; fourth, the consideration.

Persons Who Are Able to Make Contracts

First: Not all parties are able to contract. For example,
agreements made by children cannot be enforced as against

the children. The law arbitrarily fixes the age at which men
or women become liable for their agreements, and almost
universally at twenty-one. It is true that some individuals

have more sense and discretion at eighteen or nineteen than
others do at twenty-two or twenty-three, but it would cause
endless confusion if a preliminary examination were neces-
sary in each case to determine whether one verging from
childhood into manhood or womanhood should or should
not be held liable for contracts made in accordance with
individual mental development. Hence an age which fits the

great majority of persons is fixed upon.
Before the age of twenty-one the services of children be-

long to their parents; in most of the states to the father.

While the universal custom is to pay the wages earned by
shop-girls and boy employees to the boys and girls personally,

the father could, according to law, forbid such payment and
collect for their services himself.

This was formerly the case as to married women also,

that is, husbands could collect for services performed by their

wives; but legislation of the past fifty or sixty years has
altered the marriage relation materially in this respect.

While those under age, known to the law as "minors/' con-
stitute the largest class whose contracts are not enforceable,

as against them, there are others, such as lunatics, persons
legally declared incompetent, habitual drunkards, whose con-
tracts also are voidable.

There is a difference between a void and a voidable contract.

A void contract is one that neither party can enforce. A
voidable contract is one which is good as to one of the par-
ties, but may be inquired into and set aside by the other, or
by some one acting in his behalf. The contracts entered into

by minors, lunatics, incompetents and habitual drunkards are
voidable contracts. Contracts obviously for the benefit of
the minor, incompetent, etc., can be enforced against the
competent party, but the action to enforce it must be
brought by a guardian or committee. It would be imprac-
ticable in a brief article to enter into all the phases of con-
tracts and their enforcement entered into by minors and other
incompetents. It is seldom that difficulty arises in respect to

them. The easiest way to avoid trouble is not to try to take

undue advantage either of the inexperience of minors or

the incapacity of the incompetent.

Terms of Contract Must Be Perfectly Understood by Parties

Second : The colloquialism that it takes two to make a bar-
gain is good law. The minds of the parties must meet in

agreement to constitute a contract. Where one party agrees
to work for another at a certain rate per week or per
month provided the other party agrees to retain his serv-
ices for one year, and the hiring party answers that he
is willing to retain the first for six months, there is no con-
tract, their minds have not met
Where a merchant agrees to deliver goods in return for

the other's note at sixty days with a good endorser, and the
purchaser says he will give his own note at three months,
unendorsed, there is no contract. If the merchant further
makes it a condition that the endorser must be acceptable to
him, there is no meeting of the minds by the mere sending
of an endorsed note. The merchant must in some way in-

dicate his acceptance of the endorser before there is a con-
tract.

Although it seems like saying that two and two makes four
to say that the minds of the parties must meet in order to
make a contract, there is probably more litigation over the
question of just what was or was not agreed to, than over
any other element of a contract.

Benjamin Franklin in his autobiography says that he sel-

dom had any trouble with his partners for the reason that
he invariably put down definitely in writing what each partner
was to do or contribute. In matters of importance or in-
volving large amounts it is advisable to have written agree-
ments drawn and signed by the parties.

No Contract to Perform an Immoral Act Is Legal

Third: It is requisite to a valid contract that it mu$t not
be immoral, against public policy, or illegal. Thus an agree-
ment to hire a house to be used as a gambling house could
not be enforced, either by landlord or tenant. Where it ap-
pears that a check or note has been given for a gambling debt,
the check or note could not be collected by action in the hands
of the original parties to the transaction or by anyone hav-
ing knowledge of its illegal inception. But different prin-
ciples apply to what is known as negotiable paper. It would
cause too much delay and confusion in business circles if it

were necessary to inquire into the consideration of checks
and notes. When they once pass into the hands of innocent
holders, meaning thereby, those having no knowledge of
what they were given for, the courts will enforce them. The
law relating to negotiable instruments is an extensive branch
in itself about which volumes have been written.

Morality and legality although related are not identical.
Thus there is in New York State a peculiar statute to the
effect that a bill for drinks sold over a bar cannot be recov-
ered by action. It is against public policy for the courts of
a state to enforce an agreement made in contravention of its

statutes. Consequently, even if a man agreed in writing to
be responsible for and to pay for drinks supplied at a bar on
credit, or, as the expression is "hung up," his agreement
would not be enforced in a New York court.

In some states a livery bill for pleasure drives taken on
Sunday could not be recovered by action.

There Must Be a Consideration

Fourth : No contract is enforceable unless there is consid-
eration. A promise to do what one is bound to do anyhow,
is not a good consideration. Thus an agreement to pay an
officer to make an arrest, or a sheriff to levy an execution or
execute a warrant, could not be enforced.
Where sailors were threatening to leave a ship at a certain

port before the voyage for which they had shipped was
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ended, and were promised extra pay to finish the voyage, it

was held that there was no consideration for the promise
of extra pay.
The most common case of want of consideration is an

offer to pay part of a debt provided the party to whom the
sum is owed will relinquish the balance. If one man owes
another $100, and the creditor agrees to accept $50, and gives
his debtor a receipt in full, he may immediately thereafter sue

for the other $50. There has been no consideration and re-
ceipts may* always be explained.

If the holder of a receipt for $100 insists that he actually
paid $100, whereas, as matter of fact, he only paid $50, and
in court it is one man's word against the other's, plus a re-
ceipt, the holder of the receipt may be relieved. The creditor
may lose his case and then complain of the uncertainty of
the law.

Body Writing by Francis B. Courtney



Ornate Penmanship

By S. E. Bartow

—

Second Article

IT
is an old custom, at the beginning of a course in lessons

in writing, to print pictures of the teacher at work, show-
ing just how he sits at the desk, position of the arms, body,

etc., and others of his hand, showing how he grasps his pen-
holder. I am not sure just how much good these pictures do,
as in all my experience I have yet to see two people hold
their penholders in exactly the same way, just as all people
and all handwritings differ in character and style. Yet it is

absolutely necessary, in order to get freedom of motion, to
adopt in a general way orthodox rules regarding position
laid down by our compeers.

If habits of position and movement are not pretty well
established, a course in business writing would be advisable
before attempting anything in the ornate style. In this way
habits of position and movement would become fixed. Your
attention is first directed to Figure No. 1, showing position
at the desk. Notice that the elbows are at about equal dis-
tance from the body. The body bends forward from the

Figure 1

hips, and the back is kept straight. The body should never
touch the desk. Notice that the shoulders are level.
Figure No. 2 shows the natural curve of the first finger,

position of the penholder, and location of the thumb on the
side of the holder. Notice that not the extreme end, but the
fleshy part or ball of the thumb, is pressed against the side
of the penholder. This prevents gripping or pinching. In
the illustration the end of the first finger appears to be touch-
ing the clasp of the holder, but it is not. The first finger
should never be pressed against the clasp. The holder is
pressed against the hand, just back of the knuckle joint. This
is the ordinary position of the holder when making small
letters, but when swinging a flourish or a shade, the holder
drops down automatically or unconsciously to a point indi-
cated by the black line. This may not be done by any other
penman, and it probably results from trying to run a fine-
pointed pen without catching in the paper.
Figure No. 3 is given principally to show the natural cur-

vature and repose of the fingers, and the decided bend in
the thumb. The fingers curve naturally and should be kept
together. The thumb, I think, plays quite an important part
in writing. The old rule of having the end of the thumb
opposite the first joint of the first finger is good to-day.

Well, how's the snap shade by now? Mastered it, I pre-
sume. I remember giving this snap shade as a lesson to a
pupil some time ago, and after working on it until he thought
he ought to have it mastered, he said in answer to my ques-
tion ;

4,

Oh, yes, I have that all right." It made me feel like a
"dummy," for he had mastered in twenty minutes what had
taken most of us several years of hard work to whip into
passable shape. But examination showed that he did NOT

have it—nor was he within several miles of it, all of which
led to the conclusion that he could not see correctly. His
eye needed training, just as the artist's, who is obliged to
see things correctly before he can ever hope to put them on
canvas. It is a long and thorny road for the pupil with a
defective eye, and he is pretty sure to drop out before the
goal is reached.
There is good money in penmanship when you get above

Figure 2

the crowd. Mediocrity in penmanship, as in every other pro-
fession, finds a crowded market. Have YOU the nerve and
determination to push your way to the top?
The article this month is really a continuation of last

month's, and utilizes the snap shade or reverse oval as a
beginning stroke for the letters given. And style of re-

Figure 3
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verse oval given in the first article can be used for the let-
ters given herewith.
Although imitation enters quite largely into the matter of

formation, it might be well to call your attention to a few
important points. Balance is the keynote of the W as in all
ornate letters. Try to have it stand on its own legs. The
second part can be made with or without a loop, and in both
styles the second part should extend above the first part
The second and third parts of the M should diminish in

height, as m the business form. A light shade on the last
part of M and N adds strength to the letters, although used
by few penmen.
The lower loop in Q should be horizontal. Try to
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brmg the first and second parts of X together in the center.
The style of H given is used extensively, but is not so well

balanced as some of the more ornate styles. The last part
can be made either upward or outward.
There is little use for the Z and X yet, but both should be

practiced assiduously.
Ornate capitals are based upon the two ovals—horizontal

and upright. The flourish is usually the horizontal oval or
modification of it. If this oval is used at the beginning of a
letter, a finishing oval of a corresponding size should be used
to give the letter balance.

Study! Study! Study!
Practice ! Practice ! Practice

!

'



Commercial Designing and Engrossing
By C. D. Scribner

Oklahoma Gty, Oklahoma

The First Article of a Series

ANYONE desiring to learn to design, or engross, should
first prepare themselves with a complete outfit, not ex-
pensive, but something accurate to work with. The

average outfit consists of—a Drawing Board about 22"x28",
a T Square, Triangle, Set of Compasses, Ruling Pen, Straight
Edge or Ruler, Water Colors, Brushes, Thumb Tacks, India
Ink, and a good grade of Cardboard, an assortment of Pen
Points and Pencils. If you will get these tools together and
take care of them, you will become acquainted with each one,
as you work, learning how to accomplish the best results.
In the accompanying illustration you will find much from

which to work. Look this Plate 1 over very carefully before
you read the instruction, try and study out the meaning for
the arrows.

LESSON - 1- PLATE -I

what you desire to put on paper and it will then be easy to
draw. All work should be first pencilled, very, very care-
fully; if you learn to pencil accurately you will have but
little trouble with your work thereafter, but if you pencil
the work slovenly and think "I'll ink her in alright!" you
will no doubt fall short in many cases and wish that you had
taken more pains with the preliminary layout or sketch.
No. 1 is a heavy base script letter with a relief line

around the initial letter P-—you can decorate this letter in
many ways, but, usually, a single line is best—such letters will
not stand a heavy, bulky shade. All work should be drawn
once again as large as copy; the drawing of Plate 1 entire
was 13 lA inches wide.
No. 2 is the Roman letter, showing the effect of a re-
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In learning to design, one should study Lettering, Flourish-
ing, Penmanship, etc., should clip good examples of such
work as they are interested in—pasting them in a book for
reference, during leisure time study from the book, and each
time you will find something new, interesting and instructive.
Have a library, all you can possibly afford, of good books

on these different subjects; they are not expensive, in fact
they are a very profitable investment. A few good books, a
few real friends, a studious mind, and a healthy body will
make any one independent, and beyond want.

Instructions for Plate I

In this plate you will find many styles and good pointers;
first, learn to be neat. and clean; -try and see in your mind

lief line. This letter may be ornamented in various ways;
try your hand, invent some new style and note the effect. Be
careful of spacing; it is the real thing in lettering. Always
keep your lettering so that the white space between letters
will look uniform and even to the eye at a distance.
No. 3 is what is known to artists and engravers as a

"Cut-in letter;" it is a reverse or a positive. Pencil the
work first, use T square, etc.; keep the letters uniform in
thickness of stroke. After outlining every part with pen,
fill in the background with a brush—it is quicker, and the
ink will spread more evenly.

No. 4 is an outline letter with heavy black shade—part
of the background is in Stipple, the other a fine pen line
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ruled free hand with straight edge and pen; train the eye to
distinguish spacing—you will note that the work looks quite
uniform—practice such work at every opportunity.

No. 5. Old English lettering, very valuable, may be
used in almost any place with telling effect. Notice the shad-
ing or initial letter ; try a few new stunts, using new words.

No. 6. Same style letter with relief and scroll behind
letter, then the flourished strokes; by the way, a good de-
veloper for beginners is the practice of flourishing; it is very
helpful throughout all your designing.

No. 7. The American Black Letter, in outline, showing
many styles of treatment; notice the straight line shading in

letter M, the double relief line around the letter N, etc. To

get the most good from this copy, lay out the whole alphabet,
treat all the letters differently, invent new technic, and com-
pare your work with other's.

No. 8 was drawn particularly to. show the value of good
spacing; customary habit is to make a letter L and A some
distance apart; it should not be so. Shorten the base stroke
of L, place the A nearer ; this lessons the wide white space,
making a more uniform job. Same in letters V and W, etc.

In the last line you will note the effect of the A over the
base stroke of L ; also, the triangle dot over L and the shorter
tops on letter T.

(All work will be criticized gratis, to subscribers of The American
Penman, if forwarded to me at Box 396, Oklahoma City, Okla., and
inclosing return postage.—C. D. S.)

Commercial Designing by F. W. Martin, Boston

In the American Penman Gallery

John R. Gregg Herbert M. Heaney Edward Allinger M. A. Albin

AUTHOR OF THE GREGG SYSTEM OF TEACHER OF PENMANSHIP, PRINCIPAL COMMERCIAL DEPT. PENMANSHIP EXPERT AND
SHORTHAND RESIDENCE NEW MICHIGAN BUSINESS AND OF GERMAN, WALLACE COL- TEACHER, M'TAVISH BUSINESS
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Physical Culture
By M. N. Bunker

Head of Physical Culture Dept.
Carnegie College, Rogers, O.

The Lungs

The Second Article of a Series

HEALTH! Efficiency! These are what strong lungs
bring to every one who will devote a few moments to
lnt~I,Sent Practice of exercises which will directly af-

fect the tissues of these organs. The structure of these tis-
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eing W^d of thousands of tiny air%sagefand blood vessels into which every breath of air is carried

in the work of purifying the blood which comes from all parts
of the body loaded with the
waste matter which has been
cast aside as useless. The

%
structure of all of these air
passages of the lungs is such
that they may be expanded
or contracted in proportion
to the amount of air which is
inhaled, and they may be-

Figure 1

come entirely useless if per-
mitted to be without em-
ployment for any great
length of time. This is the
condition which exists in al-
most every person's lungs,
and is the one which when
remedied will vastly increase
the physical and mental abil-
ity and make life really
worth living.

This change is not diffi-

cult to effect; neither does it

take a great length of time
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Accordingly every person should devote a few minutes each
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Figure 3

Figure 2

Exercise I

Stand erect with shoulders thrown back and feet close to-
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arms han& loosely by the sides, while all
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raise the arms gradually until they are on a level with the
shoulders. (Fig 2.) Then mentally count l4-S-5
Exhale as gradually as the air was inhaled, and at the sametime lower the arms slowly. Repeat both morning andeve
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many times during the day as possible.
This drill will do a great deal to strengthen the cells and

to renovate those which are becoming useless. At the sametime this work will lay the foundation for Exercise 2 whichextends and increases the amount of work for the Jungs.

Exercise 2
Assume the same position as in Exercise 1, and inhale the
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air until the arms are on a level with the shoulders. Keeping
them in this position, and holding the air in the lungs, count
five; then begin to raise the arms slowly upward, and also
draw air into the lungs very slowly. When the arms have
reached a position directly upward from the shoulders (Fig.
3) hold the air for a few seconds, and begin lowering the
arms and at the same time exhale the air from the body.

This exercise is especi-
ally effective for driving
the pure air into every
nook and corner of the
respiratory system. It is

strenuous work for the
beginner, too, and should
not be undertaken until
considerable time has
been spent on Exercise 1.

At about the time the
lungs are strong enough
to benefit from this work,
Exercise 3 may be given
a trial.

Exercise 3

Clasp the right wrist
with the left hand or vice
versa. (Fig. 4.) Close
the mouth except for a
small opening in the cen-
ter; through this opening
draw the air into the
lungs, allowing it to go
as far down as possible.

When every cell is filled

to its utmost capacity,
fofce the air out through
the opening in the mouth,
doing this as slowly as
when inhaling. Repeat
until fatigue is felt. Al-
terations of this exercise
may be gained by assum-
ing a squatting position,

and while the body is

resting on the tips of the
toes, practice this same
exercise. The one thing
essential, however, is that

the arms be made to re-

sist, each other, thereby
drawing the shoulders
back and apart ; all breath-
ing in this work should

be done through the mouth. This exercise is beneficial in

making the lung tissues more elastic and tougher.

Figure 4

Left-handed Plants

R. H. Compton, of the Philosophical Society of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. England, has reported that plants have
habits analogous to the right-handedness and left-handedness
of man. In an examination of eight varieties of two-rowed
barley the first leaf was found to twist to the left in 58 per
cent of more than 12,000 seedlings, and an excess of left-

handed growth was found also in millet and in oats.

In corn there seemed to be no marked tendency either way.
No evidence of hereditary peculiarity appears to have been
obtained and no special significance of the results is pointed
out.

Learning to Sign the Pledge

A ragged and battered man was arrested and brought before Magis-
trate Frank McQuade, of New York, recently.
"When you were here thirty days ago," said the Magistrate, "didn't

you promise to sign the pledge?"
"I m a-goin' to. Y'r 'Onor, said the culprit, "as soon as I can learn

to write. I'm takin' lessons, but I ain't makin' much progress."

Of France's 227,000 recruits in 1912, 3.46 per cent were il-

literates, and 22.5 per cent had no education beyond the mere
ability to read and write.

Early Days of the Typewriter

The two photographs reproduced below, by courtesy of the
magazine Remington Notes, should be intensely interesting
to the serious student and invaluable to the future historian.
Mr. Sholes, the inventor, is seen seated before one of his ex-
perimental models in the year 1872, the year before the Rem-
ington's were persuaded to undertake the manufacture. The
second picture shows the first lady typist. This also was pho-
tographed in 1872. It shows Miss Sholes seated before an-
other of her father's models. Says Remington Notes:

"It is difficult to believe that Miss Sholes foresaw the won-
derful future of the machine in connection with woman's
work. Probably it was only a case of 'accidental prophecy,'
and yet she, like her father, was building better than she
knew."

Christopher Latham Sholes
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Mr. Sholes' Daughter



Training Teachers

By G. G. Gudmunson, Supervisor of Penmanship, Boone, la.

HOW many of the teachers in our public schools are cap-
able of teaching penmanship? Or to put it in a (lif-

erent way: how many of them can write with the mus-
cular movement? We all agree that muscular movement is

the only system of penmanship to teach, call it by any name
you want to. But how few of the grade teachers at present
know the subject!

In the last three years we have had from ten to twenty
new teachers come into the Boone schools every year, and I

can remember but one that had any training in penmanship
when she came. Most of them have no idea of the importance
of the subject, do not know how to go about teaching it,

and cannot write with the muscular movement at all. These
teachers must be taken in hand by the supervisor, and first of
all shown how to go through the exercises and gradually
taught how to write, because it is true in this subject more
than any other, that you cannot teach that which you do not
know. Many a teacher gets wrathy over the proposition of
having to spend hours in practicing penmanship, and waxes
eloquent when she tells you that she has a style all her own,
and dislikes greatly to lose the individuality of her writing.
But although you cannot make more than fair writers out of
your teachers they must go through the exercises so that they
know, when they face their class, what the exercise means
and how it should be done, because it makes no difference
how much theory a teacher has on the subject it takes real

practice to show the pupils how to overcome the trouble with
their^ position, movement or form. We all had the same trou-
bles in learning to write. Some things may have bothered us
more than others, but our troubles were the same in master-
ing the position, movement and the form. The children have
these very troubles and the teacher that has gone through
it herself and mastered it is a great deal more capable of
helping them over the difficult points.

I have never yet had a teacher that denied this fact after

she had completed the course and become a good, writer.

Many of those who were most reluctant in beginning the
practice, and who had to be pushed the hardest in order to
get through, and who thought that they could go through
the exercises with the pupils without going to all the labor
of learning them themselves, have come to me time and again
and told me how much better they could do the work now
since they had taken it up systematically, and how much better
they understood the troubles of the pupils after they had
gone through the same thing themselves.

Every fall I get all our new teachers together, including any
others that have not successfully finished the course, and
drill them thoroughly as I would a class of pupils, only with
the exception that we discuss ways and means and methods
of teaching the various exercises as we go along. We meet
every Tuesday from 4:30 to 5:15 and find it an excellent
plan. I teach them especially the very necessary art of count-
ing rhythmically. A great many teachers do not know the
value of counting. It is probably t he one greatest help
in teaching writing, and I am sure it is unnecessary to

explain it any further here. New teachers are invariably
afraid that they cannot do it right and so hesitate to count
at all. .

Training teachers is a continuous process with the super-
visor, an endless chain,, ,so to speak, and it is a very dis-

couraging thing to find that after you have brought a teacher
up to the point where she understands your plans and can do
good work for you, she is ready to leave. They say of the

Civil Service employees in Washington that "None resign and
few die." If that would only be the case with the, teacher,

a heavy burden would be lifted from the supervisor: But
we can truly say of the teacher that many resign and many
join the great majority; they get married. So the change

goes on and we have to begin our training all over again
every fall. I hope to discuss this further in a later article.

Judging a Teacher's Efficiency

It is not often that the public is allowed to read the "mem-
oranda" of an orator's speech. The speaker's "notes" usually
make very poor reading, because they are usually intended by
the speaker simply as mnemonic aids to his memory, and are
mostly unintelligible to other persons. But the following
paper, written by John D. Brooks, superintendent of public
schools of Natick, Mass., to aid him in his address to the
students of the Chandler Shorthand School of Boston, in
such a perfect categorical synopsis, that it may well serve as
a model to all superintendents and others who prepare them-
selves to deliver addresses and do not want to read wholly
from a paper. Aside from its technical interest to speakers,
the paper is very valuable to all teachers and pupils as a list

of "efficiency-points," and these points might well be studied
by employees in all offices

:

Category of Efficiency Points for Discussion

I. Personality—including neatness and attire.

1. Happiness in the work.
. 2. Health.

3. Voice.
4. Adaptability.

5. Self-control.

6. Enthusiasm.
7. Patience and sympathy.
8. Firmness and sincerity.

9. Ability to meet people and be polite and courteous at

all times.

10. Personal Habits and moral worth.

II. Teaching Ability.

1. Government.
2. Scholarship—early training and home influence.

3. Skill in conducting recitations.

4. Holding attention of the pupils in class and power
to keep them interested in subjects taught.

5. Skill in leading pupils to draw correct conclusions and
to state them well.

6. Assignment of work for pupils.

7. Ability to train them how to study.
8. Economy of time.

9. Promptness and accuracy.
10. Resourcefulness and definiteness of aim.

III. Professional Attitude.

1. Devotion to school duties.

2. General interest in pupils' welfare.
3. Appreciation of scholarship as shown in teaching and

in the desire and effort for self-improvement.
4. Co-operation and loyalty.

5. Willingness to receive suggestions for improvement.
6. Attendance at teachers' meetings.
7. High ideals with respect to * professional morals and

ethics.

8. Care of school property.
9. Part taken in community interests outside of school.

10. Discretion in discussing school matters.

IV. Judging from the pupils.

1. General discipline, excessive freedom.
2. Manner of control. *

3. Language of pupils.

4. Position of pupils at seat.

5. Position of pupils in class. ,

6. Correction of errors.

7. Punctuality and attendance.
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8. Drawling or sing-song tone.
9. Pupils' respect and sympathy for teacher.

10. General interest and enthusiasm.
Judging from the room.
1. General arrangement and seating of pupils.
2. Orderly assembling and dismissal.
3. Ventilation.
4. Temperature.
5. Lighting.

6. Cleanliness and neatness.
7. Equipment.
8. Board work.
9. Decorations.

10. Visitors.

The Left-Handed Writer
Editor American Penman :
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time]y articIe by A - J- Nein on "Changing
Left-Handed Pupils to Right-Handed" in the July issue, and
with a view to helping to clarify the atmosphere surrounding
this subject I give my experience. I used to change from the
left to the right, but for some years I have not made it a
practice to do so. After the pupil passes the first year, writ-
ing with the left hand I do not attempt a change to the right
unless I can get the full consent of pupil and parent.

I have seen too many failures as the result of changing.
If a pupil seems very awkward with the left hand, and dis-
plays, after a trial, some dexterity with the right, I then try
to show him the advantage of changing and then let him take
the initiative. If a change is to be made from the left hand
to the right, it should be done when the pupil first starts to

school I have followed this plan for a number of years,ine change at this age is much easier accomplished and at
less risk. If the use of the left hand is very marked at this
age I do not attempt a change.

.
The greatest hindrance to the progress of the "left-hander"

in my opinion, is his position and his "seemingly natural"way of holding the writing instrument. Nearly all left-handed
writers display the same peculiar characteristics. Instead ofassuming a position opposite to that of the "right-hander

"

he generally assumes an entirely different and original posi-
tion Most left-hand writers if let alone will place the penhand above the line of writing with the holder pointing awayfrom the body. (How many readers have found this true?)
1 he reason for this odd position is, I think, quite simple. He
does it that he may see his writing. My first work with such
pupils is to get them to assume a correct position and pen-
holding which is of course just opposite the one used by the
user of the right hand. In order that I might do this better andmore effectively I have acquired some degree of skill in theuse of my left hand with pen and crayon. (If any teacher
wishes to know how easy the change is made let him try it )bitting in the pupil's seat I can "show him" how to do hiswork to much better advantage. I find that most pupilswhen shown, respond more quickly than by "mere tefiinV"Example is much better, in this instance, than precept.
In conclusion, I would say, that after the left hand hasbeen used Jong enough to become a well established habit, Imust still question the advisability of a change, unless the

writer takes the initiative.

« . , ^ J. H. Bachtenkircher,
Supervisor of Penmanship, Public Schools, of

Lafayette, Ind.

First Grade Pupils, Public Schools, Everett, Wash., W. E. Moore, Supervisor

Showing Various Phases of Teaching Writing
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By Anna A. Smith, 508 Sixth Avenue, West Cedar Rapids, Ia. A Page from "Barnes National System of Penman-
ship.*'—See Next Page.



Has the Typewriter Lessened Use of Penmanship ^

By A. N. Palmer

The following article was written by Mr. Howard L. Rann
for a newspaper syndicate, and published in many newspapers
of the country under the heading PENMANSHIP:

"Penmanship is one of the three lost arts. The other
two are spelling and home-made bread. Thousands of
people can spell long, serpentine words with their eyes
shut, but couldn't write them down so that anybody but
an Egyptian archaeologist could read them, while others
can write a hand that looks like an addressed envelope
from a business college and yet be totally incapable of
making a batch of salt-rising bread stand erect in the
tirs.

"There is not nearly so much penmanship used nowa-
d;. * as there was formerly. This is due to the incoming
of ihe shirt-waisted stenographer, who makes it unneces-
sary for a man to do anything but collect his thoughts
and distribute them about the room without any regard
for spelling, punctuation or grammatical construction. If
a business man can sign his own name so that it can be
told from the footprints of an angleworm, he doesn't
need any other equipment except a second-hand typewriter
and a vivacious intelligence in false puffs and piano-
finished finger nails. Some of our greatest men allow the
stenographer to sign their names to everything but ardent
replies to scented billet-doux on pink note paper.
"The most common use made of penmanship at this

time is in inditing the tri-weekly love letter. Very few
people of refined taste use the typewriter to make love
with, as it lacks the intimate, personal touch imparted
by nine pages of stuttering long hand. There is some-
thing cold and repellent about a typewritten love letter,
but it is perfectly safe so long as three carbon copies are
retained. Nobody who writes endearing passages on a
typewriter will ever be sued for breach of promise unless
he draws a few turtle doves at the bottom of the page.

Penmanship is taught in the primary grades to children
who are also taught how to twist their mouths into the
precise shape of the alphabet. The highest branch of
penmanship consists in uttering a forged check in a whis-
per and then committing mayhem on a set of double-entry
books."

While the above is written in a light, humorous vein, it is
possible nevertheless that the writer believes that there is
less demand for good longhand writing than formerly. He

in common with thousands of others, comes in contact with
older people who were taught exclusively through copybook
systems and no doubt his recent observations in regard to
penmanship have been in relation to those who studied vertical
penmanship.

It would be difficult to imagine worse scribbling than the
average writing of the rank and file of young men and
women who studied the vertical in the grades and who re-
cently graduated from high schools or other colleges. It
is unlikely that Mr. Rann has noticed the great improvement
that has been made in writing throughout the country during
the last dozen years, through the widespread introduction of
muscular movement penmanship and the training of more
than one hundred thousand public school teachers who now
demonstrate automatically and teach successfully, good com-
mercial writing.

It is not true that there is less demand for good longhand
writing than formerly. It is of course true that the heads of
business institutions, dealing with large problems and the
heads of various departments in the gigantic corporations of
the country, do not have occasion to do much longhand
writing, their work in this line being largely limited to
signing their names to typewritten letters, but nevertheless
the great mass of men and women throrghout the country
can not own and operate typewriters. Nineteen million boys
and girls attending the schools of the country can not carry
typewriters in their pockets to be used at will. Occasionally
a public school principal buys a typewriter or is given one by
the school system for which he works. I have known some
of these principals who had typewriters for their exclusive
use for the first time, immediately to refer to the fact that
there was no longer much use for longhand writing. Indeed,
one such principal said to me: "Why should I care about
writing? See my typewriter? All of my letters are written
on it." That was certainly a very narrow view of the situa-
tion. I have found, upon careful investigation in Chicago,
New York, Boston and other large cities, that there never
has been a time when business men were so willing to pay
good salaries to those who write well in longhand. In 90%
of the positions filled by stenographers, better salaries are
paid when the incumbents are able to write good muscular
movement hands. AH' of the evidence is against the proposi-
tion that the typewriter has supplanted longhand and that
business men no longer care whether their employees write
poorly or well.

How Would You Grade Writing on Opposite Page?
Printed on the opposite page is the copybook model, and

below the writing by a teacher in the public schools of Cedar
Kapids, la. This penmanship was done several years ago*
betore she mastered muscular movement writing. Any
teacher of practical writing who examines this penmanship
need not be told that while writing this the teacher sat in
an unhealthful, cramped position and used slow, finger move-
ment. Later when she had occasion to write more swiftly
and continuously, the forms of the letters degenerated. This
page which we have produced was taken from a copybook,
copyrighted in 1886.
Our special reason for publishing this specimen at this time

is that the teacher of the one who did this writing gave her
100 per cent on the page. We want to know what our readers
think of a perfect grade on penmanship that while as plain as
print, has none of the elements of rapidity, ease and endurance.
We would like to have supervisors of writing and grade

teachers who have become adepts in muscular movement writ-
ing, and who know what good penmanship is, send us their
grades on this specimen. We should like to have the final
grades made up from the fractional grades on position, move-
ment, speed and form, letting each of these four grades be
based on one hundred and the final grade arrived at by di-
viding the total by four.—-Ed.

By J. A. Stryker, Supervisor of Penmanship, Kearney, Nebr. and Teacher of Penmanship
in the State Normal School
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Engraver s Script

By Joseph Galterio

—

First Article

IN taking up the study and practice of
engraver's script it will be necessary
for you to provide yourself with the

proper material. Procure a good qual-
ity of paper or cardboard, black India
ink, Palmer Method Artistic Pens, and
an oblique penholder. It would be a
good plan for you to provide yourself
with a drawing board and T-square for
use in ruling your paper, to obtain uni-
formity in height and slant.

Formation of Letters from the Radical *T
. , _„ The regular slant of the script is in-

dicated by Illustration 1, which is obtained by dividing the
top side of the square into four parts. Then the line B which
gives the slant results from uniting or connecting the angle
C with a point three-quarters of the distance to the right
on line B.

Illustration 2 indicates the pressure or thickness, which
must always be kept uniform.

Illustration 3 shows the diminishing shade as indicated byX and the beginning shade as shown by O.
Illustration 4 shows how U and N are formed.
Illustration 5 indicates the length of P, which extends one-

quarter above the top line or one-quarter of the line B (as
shown in the square), and is extended below the line almost
the length of the line B.

Illustration 6 shows the height of L, which is obtained by
extending an equal distance above the top line.

Illustration 7. indicates the height of T, which is one-quarter
shorter than the L.

Illustrations 8, 9 and 10 show the uniting or connect-
ing part of the elements. The fine line begins in the middle
of the element as shown in Illustration 8. In Illustration 9
the fine line ends in the middle of the element.

Illustration 11 indicates the distance between the two ele-
ments.

Illustration 12 shows the formation of the M. Notice
where the fine line begins.

Illustration 13 shows the formation of the letter P. The
fine line starts at one-quarter of the distance from the base
line.

Illustration 14 indicates the uniting part of the letter U
with N and its distance or spacing see Illustration 11).

Illustration 15 shows the spacing between M and N, which
is equal to three-quarters of the line B shown in the square.

The American Penman is very fortunate in securing the services of
Mr. Joseph Galterio, the talented young engrossing artist, to present
to its readers a series of lessons in engraver's script. Judging from
the lessons already submitted, this promises to be one of the most
methodical and comprehensive courses ever given in a penmanship
publication. All who are desirous of learning this style of script
should certainly avail themselves of this splendid opportunity.—-Ed.]
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" B man, sir, should keep bis friendship in a constant repair'

The Dakota Business College, Fargo, N. Dak., is a very
popular and prosperous institution. During the past year it

enrolled more than five hundred pupils, and to allow for ex-
pansion it has just added a new schoolroom with a seating
capacity of one hundred and fifty.

Mr. F. O. Pinks, whose splendid lessons in muscular move-
ment writing are now running in The American Penman,
has accepted a position in connection with the public schools
of Erie, Pa. Mr. Pinks will supervise the writing in the
grades; teach one period each day in the Normal Training
School and Teachers' College, and have two periods each day
in the high school teaching shorthand.
Mr. Pinks is one of the most wide-awake, practical and

successful teachers of muscular movement writing in the
country, and The American Penman congratulates the prin-
cipals and teachers of Erie on their good fortune in having
him as a leader.

Mr. C. A. Read, a man well skilled in the commercial
branches, and an expert in muscular movement penmanship,
who has recently been connected with Droughon's Practical
Business College, Dallas, Tex., has accepted a position at
Lockhart, Tex., where he will have charge of the commercial
work in the public schools.

Mr. W. R. Stolte, who for five years was teacher of writ-
ing in the Cedar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, la.,

is now principal of the penmanship department of the North-
ampton Commercial College, Northampton, Mass. Some of
Mr. Stolte's writing has appeared occasionally in the col-
umns of The American Penman and we hope to pujblish
some more.
Mr. Stolte is not only an expert in business and ornamental

muscular movement writing, but he is one of the most suc-
cessful teachers of penmanship in America. We congratu-
late the principal of the Northampton Commercial College
on his good judgment in selecting Mr. Stolte for the head
of his penmanship department.

Mr. Guy R. Newberry, of the Wichita Business College,
Wichita, Kans., is the master of a very practical style of mus-
cular movement penmanship, examples of which have been
shown in the Penman. In addition to teaching plain, un-
shaded, coarse-pen writing, he also has a department in which
he teaches ornamental writing, and some very attractive speci-
mens of his pupils' ornamental card writing have been re-
ceived.

The work of D. B. Jones, Florence Station, Ky., on Mr.
Bartow's lesson, deserves special mention. He is beginning to
swing those flourishes and shades in professional style.

Acknowledgement is made to Mr. William J. Lockman, of
South Omaha, Neb., for specimens of ornate card writing.

Mr. George W. Jones, who, in September joined the staff
of the Cass Technical School at Detroit, is a fine example of
the strong young man who deliberately adopts the profession
of commercial school teacher and prepares himself thoroughly
at the beginning for his life work. He was born in Michigan
forty years ago.

#
He was not satisfied to live on the farm,

so when he attained manhood he went to the Bryant and
Stratton Business College of Chicago, and to Lake Forest
University, and to the Lansing (Mich.) Business University,
and fitted himself thoroughly for commercial teaching.

In September, 1906, he took charge of the commercial de-
partment of the Creston (la.) High School, where he re-
mained for two years, being advanced to the highest salary

they ever paid to a commercial teacher. Then he was called
to act as head of the commercial work of the West High
School, Des Moines, and supervisor of all the commercial
work in the Des Moines High Schools for one year, during
which time Mr. Clay D. Slinker, the widely known head of
the commercial work of the Des Moines high schools for
more than twenty years, was granted a year's leave of absence.
In September, 1909, Mr. Jones took charge of the commer-

cial work of the Model High School of the University of
North Dakota, which is at University, a suburb of Grand
Forks. He has there given a splendid account of himself,
having done the kind of work that his friends expected. This
year he has joined the staff of the Cass Technical High
School,, Detroit, which, with J. L. Holtsclaw as the leader,
is making a national reputation for practical and aggressive
commercial teaching. Mr. Jones will prove to be one of the
most efficient of the many good men with whom Mr. Holt-
sclaw has surrounded himself, and both Mr. Jones and the
Cass Technical High School are to be congratulated.

Mr. W. E. Moore, supervisor of writing in the public schools
of Everett, Wash., will have additional duties this fall and
winter, as he has been placed at the head of the commercial
department in the high school of Everett. In his dual posi-
tion of commercial teacher and penmanship supervisor, he will
be kept extremely busy. Mr. Moore is an energetic man and
will be equal to the occasion.

Mr. F. M. Allworth, of Buffalo, N. Y., has accepted a posi-
tion as supervisor of writing and secretary to the superin-
tendent in the public schools of Chisholm, Minn. Mr. All-
worth is skilled in the teaching of muscular movement writ-
ing, and a competent instructor in the commercial branches
and shorthand.

We have received a letter in exquisite ornamental style
written by Mr. E. E. Hippensteel, teacher of penmanship in
the Lackawanna Business College, Scranton, Pa. Mr. Hip-
pensteel is the master of a plain style of muscular movement
writing as well as the artistic.

R. B. Millard, principal of the Little Falls (Minn.) Busi-
ness College, writes : "It may interest you to know that Miss
Bertha F. Reid, formerly with the Drake Schools of New
York and Jersey City, is with us this year."

Supt. Chas. R. Herrick, Indianola, Neb., advises us that
his Palmer Method students won both first and second prizes
at their County Fair last month.

Mr. Joseph Galterio, who begins a series of lessons on
engraver's script in the current issue of the Penman, is a
native of Italy. He came to this country about four years
ago, and by diligent study and hard work has rapidly forged
to the front ranks of New York City's engrossing colony.
He began the study of script in his native country and fur-
ther perfected his work at Valparaiso (Ind.) University, un-
der the direction of W. A. Hoffman, dean of the Penmanship
Department.

F. B. Virden, president of the Chicago Business College,
died at his home on August 16. He had been ill for a long
period, but seemed to improve during the last seven weeks up
to a few hours before the end. A. N. Palmer, editor of The
American Penman, writes the following

:

"I knew Mr. Virden long and well, as a just man, a lovable
character, and a man thoroughly skilled in his profession. He
built up one of the greatest training schools of America, and
was wholly devoted to it."
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Shall The American Penman Publish Only Penmanship Articles?
Concluding Symposium on the Question of Future Policy

Brother NXzaire, Academic Commercials Coaticook, Que-bec—I would prefer to have more lessons in penmanship
instead of the difterent articles that you may publish, for we
have special books for same."

"x?' u : £ATR0N' °enison Normal and Business College.—
lne higher standard of a good penmanship magazine, such

as The American Penman is at present, would be greatly
impaired by omitting such articles, for it is my candid opin-
ion that penmanship students must learn to think as well
as write and I know that The American Penman is liked

tried."

in sch°o1 than any other magazine that I have

A. C. Crews, Roseburg (Ore.) City Schools.—"I believe
the articles on English, Commercial Geography, Higher Ac-
counting, Commercial Law, etc., are of especial value to
business colleges. From a personal standpoint, as instructor

lessons
" '

WOuld Prefer Penmanship specimens and

W. E. Moore, Supervisor of Penmanship, Public Schools
ot Everett, Ore.— I would not favor dropping any of the
departments now maintained by the Penman. I would like
to see a little more space given to ornamental writing and
lettering; it would be much help to the semi-professional
penman.

Curtis McCombs, Secretary of Utah Business College,
bait Lake City.— I very seldom read anything except arti-
cles relating to penmanship, and from my own observation
l believe this to be the case with about nine out of every

F A. Miller, Omaha, Neb.—"I find in my classes that
nearly all the articles are being read by a large number of
the students.

M. A. Adams, President of Marietta (O.) Commercial
L,ollege.— I have always been very much in favor of a great
deal of pen work, as I have always found that my students
nave been interested in penmanship more than the other
articles, but as to myself, I am interested in all subjects per-
taining to a Practical Business Training."

A. T. Lamb Lawrence, Kan.—"I used the Palmer Method
as a text book with my students at Creston, la., this last
winter and The American Penman to supplement We
used all the articles and I should enjoy the same plan an-
other year.

C. E. Simpson, East Boston, Mass.—"Penmanship !"

J. H. Beatty The Sheldon School of the British Empire,
Vancouver, B. C—"The subject which I should like to seeThe American Penman take up in an interesting manner,
is one which is vitally important to every business man.
The subject is Political Economy."

W. C. Brownfield, Bowling Green, Ky.—"The articles on
commercial geography, English, higher accounting, commer-
cial law and kindred subjects should never be dropped un-
less you run out of writers who can write well and enter-
tainingly. They not only read them, but file them and
eventually our young teacher has a ready reference library
from the best minds.

T C. Whiteside, Tyler, Tex.-"I would like more pen
work in the Penman. So say all the students."

G. L. White, Newark, N. J.—"The Penman would be re-
ceived with even greater enthusiasm if you substituted stu-
dents specimens and inspiring copies in both Business and
Ornamental Penmanship for the articles on English and
Accountancy."

c ^* t
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Principal of Texhoma (Okla.) Public
bchools.— I vote to leave the Penman as it is and shall con-
tinue to give it my hearty support."

R. M. Westover Los Angeles, Cal.—"We get good out of
an the topics. The work on Commercial Geography is of
least value to us."

J. E. Sawyer, State Business College, Tacoma, Wash.—"I
find that most students are interested in the articles or sto-

ries on penmanship, but do not show much enthusiasm toward
the other commercial subjects."

W. D. McDonald, Oshkosh, Wis.—'In a test, the stu-
dents here expressed themselves well pleased with the Pen-
man and voted that you continue it in the usual way."

W. F Mersch, Principal of College of St Thomas, St
raul, Minn.— My students are not using anything from
the Penman except the penmanship copies. My honest opin-
ion is that the Penman would be better for the students in
general if there was more on penmanship and less space
given to the other subjects."

Perry Singer, Ramona, Okla.—"I do not want you to dis-
continue the serial articles on English, Commercial Law,
Commercial Geography, etc., for I obtain a great deal of use-
ful information from them that the text books do not con-
t
u
n*iA do no

^
feel like 1 can teach a class in the way it

should be taught unless I have one of the numbers of The
American Penman to assist me."

W. J. Rice, Acme Business College, Seattle, Wash.— The
articles have been very much enjoyed by me and some ofmy students have read them with considerable interest But,
on the other hand, it has seemed hard for me to arouse as
much interest in these articles as is necessary to derive the
most good from them."

L. B. East, Manager of Hugo (Okla.) Business College.—
I cannot say that I heartily indorse the method you have
been following in devoting so much space to the subjects
aside from penmanship, and I do not believe these articles
are appreciated as they should be by the pupils."

Albert Johnstad, Manager of Johnstad School of Short-
hand and Penmanship, Duluth, Minn.—"I am very much in-
terested in reading the instructions and general good advice
as to how to conduct a penmanship recitation. I hope that
you will continue your work along these lines as I am sure
the teachers as well as the pupils receive a great deal of
benefit from it."

Curtis P. Coe, McMinnville (Ore.) College.—"I have con-
templated taking up the subject of Higher Accounting as
presented m the Penman, when I have time, and have all the
numbers together. But with class work all through the day,
the necessary time is hard to secure. To be frank and con-
cise, the articles m the past year have been of little service to
us, because of nonuse."

r> t?
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5a. Draughon's Practical Business College,
Paducah, Ky.— The articles on Commercial Law, Business
iinglish and other subjects in the Penman are very inter-
esting to me and my students are pleased very much with
this part of the magazine."

F. W. White, Barberton, O.
—

"I derive much benefit from
those articles on different subjects of business education."

B D. Stowell, Piatt Commercial College, St. Joseph, Mo— I take the Penman for the Penmanship it contains, but I
find upon inquiry that my students read all the articles with
interest.

G. G. Gudmundson, Supervisor of Penmanship, Public
bchools of Boone, la.

—
"I believe that many teachers would

be disappointed if you left out the special articles on other
commercial subjects. My specialty, outside of penmanship,
is Commercia Geography. I would regret to lose Mr
Rusmisel's articles."

F. J Jonet, Green Bay (Wis.) Business College.—"I be-
lieve that if we had a little more work in penmanship and
not so much of commercial geography, arithmetic, commer-
cial law or grammar items, that the students would like the
magazine still better."

G. R. Newberry, Wichita (Kan.) Business College.—"Our
school here is unanimously in favor of more penmanship,
both business and professional, and less consideration of
commercial subjects. One of the very strongest points of
the Fenman. in my estimation, is the personal and school
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By S. E. Bartow, of the A. N. Palmer Co.

Second Article

FOR our second article "Practical Lettering," we will have
for study and practice the complete alphabet, upper and
lower case of German text. This is the most popular,

most graceful, and most used for diploma rilling, of all broad-
pen lettering. The styles given in this article are not as or-
nate as can be made, but they were designed for rapidity and
utility with just enough ornament to relieve them of stiffness.
You will notice that the necessary retouching with a fine pen
has been reduced to the minimum, making a high rate of speed
possible. It will pay you to include this alphabet in vour
repertory, and if your engrossing is limited to diploma fill-
ing you will need no other.

If you are practicing on unruled paper or board, it is almost
necessary to have a drawing board and T square. For the
beginner it is a good plan to indicate with a pencil the forms
of the letters and spacing. While only the steel lettering pen
was mentioned in our first lesson, the more experienced of
our readers no doubt noticed that in the diagram "The Pen
and the Stroke" given with that lesson, a quill pen was
shown. While the quill, properly cut, is undoubtedly superior
to all other pens, in our opinion it should not be used by a be-

ginner until all the strokes and the manipulation of the pen
are mastered. The principal objection to a quill pen for
diploma work, is the care and the recutting necessary to keep
it in proper condition. This consumes considerable time.
The steel pen is always ready.
When you have learned to use a steel pen, and wish to

try the quill, you must first learn the art of cutting it properly.
F,rst

» cut the quill to a sharp point, like an ordinary writing
pen. Then lay the underside on a smooth, solid surface, and
cut the end off on a slight slant A study of the steel pen
would, no doubt, enable you to get the proper slant. TJie al-
phabet given herewith was made with a quill plucked from a
discarded hat, formerly worn by the mother of my daughter.
I am unable to say what manner of bird raised the feather,
but it is a good one, and was no spring chicken. When an
extra broad letter is desired, a pine shingle, cut to the proper
width makes a fine pen.

Study! Study! Study!
Practice ! Practice ! Practice

!

Patience ! Patience ! Patience

!

Enlisted men in the American Navy serve as teachers in
the Island of Guam.

Educational Notes
Of the 6,572,000 school children in Prussia, 3,815,000 are

in Protestant schools, 2,383,000 in Roman Catholic schools,
and the comparatively small number of 368,565 in the non- Ta^u«- :„ *.u r> f ^ A . . ...
sectarian schools, where the pupils take most of the subfect* tJ^Vl V*r?

Prov
."f:

of Ontario receive a subsidy of
in common but deceive religious in^ctims£n£\?8l the

$3° PCr ,f they mamtam a sch°o1 gardcn -

faith to which they belong.

n . . A , , ,
The Governor of Georgia sets aside one day in the vear asConcrete inclines carpeted with cork replace steps and stair- "Public Health Day," to be observed in every school in theways in the new schoolhouse at Edwardsville, Pa. State.

w-nwi in me
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THIS IS A REDUCED FAOSIMILE OF THE ENGRAVED CERTIFICATE ON PARCHMENT, AWARDED TO EACH MEMBER OF THE LIVE
WIRE CLUB, AN ORGANIZATION COMPOSED OF THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF BUSINESS SCHOOLS WHO MAINTAIN THE HIGH-
EST EFFICIENCY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE STENOTYPE DEPARTMENTS. THE LITHOGRAPHED CERTIFICATE, FROM WHICH THE ABOVE

IS REPRODUCED, IS 14^ INCHES LONG BY 11% INCHES WIDE.
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National Committee on High School Courses in

Business Meets at Salem Institute

The Institute of Commercial Teachers of the State of Mas-
sachusetts was held in the State Normal School at Salem
Mass., during the four days, August 25-29, under the direction
ot Uavid Snedden, the commissioner of education, and J A
Pitman, the principal of the Normal School. There was a
large attendance including commercial teachers from all parts
of New England.
A committee has been organized by the Secondary Depart-

ment of the National Education Association to prepare a re-
port on high school courses in business. The chairman of this
committee Mr. A. L Pugh, of the High School of Commerce,New York City, and a number of the members of his com-
mittee took part m the programme of the institute. The
membership of the committee is as follows*

wC1
l
aiIm?

nVh L- Pugh »
High School of Commerce, 155West Sixty-fifth street, New York City; William A. Barber,

High School East Orange, N. J.; W. E. Bartholomew, State
Commercial Inspector Albany, N. Y.; J. S. Curry, High
cut * 9?mmerce' Cleveland, Ohio; Carlos B. Ellis, High
School of Commerce Springfield, Mass.; R. A. Grant, Mc-
Kinley High School St. Louis, Mo.; C A. Herrick, president,
Girard College, Philadelphia; S. B. Koopman, High School of
Commerce, New York City; Selby A. Moran, High School,Ann Arbor Mich ; L. C Rusmisel, High School of Com-
SS^S ?ma^SNeSvMP?rlce..Schoch '

West Philadelphia High
Ir^o

f
2^

GlrI\Ph,lad^P^ia; A.H. Sproul, State Normal
School, Salem Mass.; A. T. Swift, English High School,
Providence, R. I.; F V. Thompson, Associate Superintendent
of Schools, Boston; Ernst Thurston, Assistant Superintendent

&it?oi
w
c
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' a C; w - H - Wigam' *• T- Crane

A similar committee has been organized by the Massachu-
setts Board of Education to work along the same line in co-
operation with the national committee. This committee met

follows^
natl committee at Salem. The membership is as

William L. Anderson Dorchester High School; Evangeline
Cheeney, Arlington High School; Allison R. Dorman, New
nliZt

n
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c
ar Gallagher, Evered E. Kent andRaymond G. Laird, High School of Commerce, Boston; Els-

ton E. Gaylord, Beverly High School; Chester Grover, Rox-bury High School; George L. Hoffacker, Salem High School;Maynard Maxim Technical High School, Newton; George WMiner, Westfield High School; Ethel A. Morse J. Asbury
Pitman and Alexander H. Sproul, State Normal School,
balem; Flora E. Pryor, Simmons College, Boston; Frank V.^^PSTrf ^SS0^ Superintendent, Boston; Townsend T.
Wilson, Maiden High School; Chairman, Carlos B. Ellis, High
school of Commerce, Springfield.

Designing and Lithographing a Certificate

The design for the Live Wire Club Certificate was executed

?7r
Jo

?>
n Ulncn, head designer and engraver in the plant ofWm. B. Burford, Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Ulrich commenced

his apprenticeship at Hechingen, Hohenzollern, Germany
where he served two years. He completed his apprenticeship
in Muttgart, Germany, and soon afterward came to America
lie has been m the employ of Mr. Burford for more than
thirty years.
The certificate is produced by the lithographic process.

I he original engraving is made with a diamond-pointed
needle on a specially prepared imported Bavarian stone. This
engraving is then filled in with a very stiff, greasy ink and
the impression therefrom is transferred to another stone from
which the printing is done.
The printing stone, with its transferred impression filled

with greasy ink, passes under a dampening roller before reach-
ing the paper. This roller moistens all parts of the stone
not covered by the lines in the transfer. As the ink is sovery greasy it will not adhere to the dampened portions of
the stone, merely adding ink to the already inked portions
of the stone.

If it were not for the fact that the greasy, oily ink will
not adhere to the dampened stone, the impressions would be
nothing more than black blots, as the stone is perfectly
smooth. J

Popular Business Educators

No. 13. P. L. Greenwood

of Minneapolis, Minn. A mighty hunter when he isn't play-

l
11^ ,

temil
,

s
'
fismn8» or teaching the young people in the South

High School to "quickly quell the quill."

National Commercial Teachers* Federation

Will Give a Prize

The National Commercial Teachers' Federation will give
$35 in gold for the best essay submitted, and $15 for the sec-
ond best essay on the subject "Why a Business Education Is
the Best Preparation for a Successful Career in the 20th
Century."
The essay to consist of not over 3,000 words, and to be

written in simple, convincing English. The essays to be sub-
mitted to the general secretary on or before December 26
1913.
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J
er ^formation write to the general secretary,

Walter E. Ingersoll, general secretary, 1123 Broadway, New
York City.

Teachers and the Cost of Living

Most of the teachers in the United • States have in effect
had their salaries reduced since 1897. Despite an apparent
increase in money received, the high cost of living has cut
into their salaries just as definitely as if a school board had
sliced them. A teaching position which paid $600 salary in
1897 is paying in purchasing power the equivalent of about
$416 to-day, if measured by 1897 prices; the teacher on the
$1,000 salary gets no more for his money to-day than he
would have procured fifteen years ago for $693. This is
what the high cost of living has done to teachers and others
on a fixed salary schedule, according to a report on teachers'
salaries and cost of living distributed by the United States
Bureau of Education.
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SHORTHAND

NATION'S CAPITAL.
For 24 consecutive years

BARNES' SHORTHAND
has been entered for the

WASHINGTON BUSINESS NI6H SCHOOL

Among others ordering year after year, in-
cluding the coming year, are the four Duff's
Colleges, of Pennsylvania; Worcester, Mass.,
Bus. Inst; Lynn, Mass., H. S.; Spencerian
Bus. School, Newburgh, N. Y.: Olmstead's
Select Shorthand School. Hartford, Conn.;
Christian Bros. Bureau of Supplies. Oakland,
Calif.; Kennard's Poly. Bus. College, Los
Angeles: State Normal, Indiana, Pa.; Haskell
Inst. (U. S. Gov. School), Lawrence, Kans.;
Emporia Kans., Bus. College; Binghamton,
N. Y., School of Business: Sheboygan, Wis.,
H. S. Why do they do it?

Is your school among them? If not, be
one of the many new ones. Last month's
offer is still good. Write today.

THE BARNES "".co.
ARTHUR J. 709 pine ST. IT. LOUIS. Ma.

TEACHERS! STUDENTS!
You should have a copy of Adams'

Book of Short Cuts in Arithmetic. It
makes Rapid Calculation easy and
interesting. Send 25c. and get a copy.
Do it Now. F. B. ADAMS, 502 Don-
aghey Bldg., Little Rock, Ark.

MARVELOUS INVENTION!
A writing, drawing, "check protecting," all
chemical proof, pure ink. Extremely beautiful
black, yet doesn't stain fingers. Large bottle
of writing, or tube of "unexcelled" ink, only
20c prepaid. Order immediately. Money back
if disappointed. Chas. Haeusser, 1267 Broad-
way, Albany, N. Y. (Particulars free; agents
wanted.)

Government salaries are high and
sure. Qualify for a good posi-

tion. We prepareyou by mail at

small cost for Civil Service Ex-
amination. Write today for Free
Booklet C, Capital Gvil Service

School, Washington, D. C

Stock and Special Design* Send for Illustrated Catalog

Diploma filling a Specialty
Brtlstic gngrosgina

HOWARD & BROWN Rockland, Main*

Xhi Business Journal ^SSS^SSSX
*• ptffM. oenUlas iMsoas to Penmanship by thm foremost
psninsn In ths world, also articles on A(tranced Bookkeep-
er, Higher Aooenntlnf, Salesmanship, AdTertisitnc, Business
KngiUh, Commercial Lair, and other business subjects. One
Dollara year; a sample copy for fi>e S-cents sUnps.

Changes in Interests and New
Enterprises

Johnson's Business College, of Fort
Madison, Wis., has been sold to A. W.
Weeks, formerly of Chicago Musical
College, and A. F. White, of Chicago
Business College. The institution was
established thirty-four years ago. The
new owners have changed the title to
"Fort Madison Collesre." Professor
Weeks is the new head of the institu-
tion, but the active management will be
in the hands of his son-in-law, Professor
White. The latter is well known in

business college circles. He is the au-
thor of a Manual of Business Practice.

The Lorain (O.) Business College,
owned by E. D. Crim, opened in the
Mathews Block, Lorain, on September 2.

Mr. Crim formerly owned the Marion
(O.) Business College, the Hamilton
(O.) Business College and the Chili-

cothe (O.) Business College. The new
enterprise seems to have the cordial good
wishes of the newspapers of Lorain.

A branch of the Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania has been opened in
Scranton, Pa. This is a matter in which
Scranton educators and many others are
taking a deep interest.

F. M. Rude has become sole owner
and manager of Rude Bros/ Business
College at Carthage, Mo., with M. Faye
Rude as head of the Stenographic De-
partment and Miss Osie McPherson, of
Oklahoma State School at Tonkawa, as
teacher of English, Correspondence and
Typewriting.

The Williams Business College has
recently added two more schopls to its

chain, one at Marshfield, Wis., and one
at Green Bay, Wis. The Marshfield
school was purchased from Mr. A. M.
Earling, who had conducted it for a
number of years. The Green Bay
school is a new one, and was opened
September 2d.

C. C. Lister at Pittston

The following, from the Pittston
(Pa.) Gazette of September 3, is an ex-
cerpt from the article describing the
Teachers' Institute of the City of Pitts-

ton, held during the week September
1 to 5—the first institute of that city:

"C. C Lister, the handwriting expert,

is one of the most interesting educators
attending the institute as a lecturer. His
demonstrations and addresses on pen-
manship are of the highest practical ad-
vantage. This morning he continued
his demonstrations of the methods nec-
essary to produce the prime requisites of
penmanship, legibility, speed, ease and
endurance."

Miss Mary Barry, of Peabody, Mass.,
has taken a position as commercial
teacher and supervisor of penmanship
at Sharon, Mass. Miss Barry did some
substitute work last year in the Chel-
sea (Mass.) High School.

Nathan Behrin Wins permanently the

Shorthand Cup
At the International Shorthand Speed

Contest held at Chicago, August 20,

1913, under the auspices of the National
Shorthand Reporters' Association, Mr.
Nathan Behrin, an Isaac Pitman writer,

won for the third time and permanently
the Shorthand Writer Cup, with an av-
erage accuracy of 98.3 per cent in the
200, 240 and 280 words per minute tests,

breaking all previous records for accu-
racy. Only one other contestant quali-

fied—writing Pitmanic Shorthand—with
a percentage of accuracy of 91.11. Mr.
Behrin's record for accuracy in 1912
was 97.01.

Personal and School News
Professor B. I. Van Gilder has re-

signed as president of the West Virginia
Business College at Clarksburg, W. Va.,
and has accepted a position as commer-
cial teacher with the Butte (Mont)
Business College.

Mr. Raymond D. Dennis has been ap-
pointed as head of the Commercial De-
partment of the Quincy (111.) High
School in place of Mr. Carl T. Wise,
who has resigned.

Miss Clara E. Townsend, former prin-
cipal of the Shorthand Department of
the Oshkosh, Wis., High School, four
years head of the Shorthand Depart-
ment of the Salem, Mass., State Normal,
and principal of the Shorthand Depart-
ment of the Orange, N. J., High School,
has been elected to the principalship of
the Shorthand Department of the Albu-
querque Business College. Miss Town-
send succeeded Mr. George C. Taylor,
who will engage in the practice of law
with the United States District Attor-
ney, with whom he has become associ-

ated.

Professor J. Lee Owens has been
elected president of the West Virginia
Business College at Clarksburg, W. Va.

Miss Florence A. Davis, of Des
Moines, la., is acting as assistant in the
Gregg shorthand work in the Behnke-
Walker Business College, Portland,
Ore.

E. H. Lyle, of Louisville, Ky., has
been chosen to teach in the Utah Busi-
ness College, Salt Lake City.

Emma H. Walton, of Portland, Me.,
is a new teacher in Spencer's Business
School, Schenectady, N. Y.

SHOW CARD WRITING
Shading and Marking Pen Lettering taught by Mail.

Scrap Book Specimens and Birthday cards 16c. and 25c.
each. Enclose 2c. stamp for specimen and circulars.

T. H. MILLER, Shading Pen Artist
Box 7, Charleston, Mo.

WRITTEN CARDS—I will write your name
on one dozen cards for 16c., or two dozen for
25c Agents wanted. Samples and terms to

agents for a 2 cent stamp. J. O. Dow,
Charleston, W. Va.

ORATIONS. DEBATES, essays, etc. prepared to order on
riven subjects. Satisfaction guaranteed. P.A.MILLER'S
LITERARY AGENCY. (Established 1902) 211
Reuinger Avenue, Dayton, Ohio.



CLASSIFIED
Under this heading, the charge is 4 cents per
word. Copy must reach this oMce on or be-
fore the 10th of the month. Answers ad-
dressed to "Care of American Penman" will
be forwarded only for advertisements of SO
words or more, or space of one-half inch
($1.25) or more,

LEARN TO COLLECT MONEY. BY A
sure, simple system. Income $1,000 to $6,000a year. Quick results. No capital required.
Instructive book, "Skillful Collecting,'? free:
Address, Collector, care American Penman.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING
our new «old letters for office windows, store
fronts, and glass signs. Any one can put them
on. Write to-day for free sample and full oar.
ticulars. Metallic Sign, care American Pen-

WOULD YOU EXCHANGE POSTCARDS
with people m other cities, towns, or countries?
Then try our splendid, club; exchange list
widely circulated. The Halcyon League, careAmerican Penman.

Personal and School News

/*Jf
rvV Lewis

»
of the Wenatchee

(Wash.) Business College, recently
closed a contract with Mr. JD. S. Mill
of Seattle, Wash. Mr. Hill will teach
the usual commercial work in the We-
natchee school.

During the current year Miss Anne
Masterson will be a commercial teach-
er m Ursuline Academy, Great Falls
Mont.

'

Miss Maude Buttrick is now teach-

N
g j"

the Drake CoIleSe> Jersey City,

The vacancy in the commercial de-
partment of the Kingston (Pa.) High
School caused by the resignation of
Miss Anna Townsend, has been filled
by the election of Mr. Harry S. Evans,
of Scranton, Pa.

Mr. Robert N. Graham, last year with
the Madison (N. J.) High School as
head of the commercial work, is now
holding a similar position in the Cam-
den (N. J.) High School.

Mr. G. L. Hoffacker, recently in
charge of the commercial department
in the Salem (Mass.) High School, has
received an appointment to the High
School of Commerce, Boston. Mr.
Hoffacker is followed at Salem by Ar-
thur J. Sullivan, of Goldfield, Nev.
Miss E. M. Bascom, of Newport,

N. H., has been added to the teaching
staff as a commercial teacher in the
Peterborough, N. H., High School.

Mr. C. F. W. Newton, for about three
years a commercial teacher in the Steel-
ton (Pa.) High School, has changed
positions; Mr. Newton is now doing
similar work in the Mamaroneck
(N. Y.) High School.

The vacancy in the commercial de-
partment of the Labette County High
School at Altamont, Kans., was filled
by the appointment of Miss Linda
Livesay.

Mr. A. J. Lawrence, who last year
finished out the year in the Decatur
(III) High School, following H. E.
Kemp,, who went, to St Louis, has re- \

turned this year to the Coeur d'Aleae,
Idaho, College, which position he held
for two or three years before going to
Decatur.

Mr. V. E. Solvason, of Le Mars, la.,
has been elected to the position of com-
mercial teacher in the Winona (Minn.)
High School.

Miss Annabelle Lyons, of Amesbury,
Mass., goes to the High School at Mer-
nmac, Mass., to teach commercial sub-
jects.

,
Miss Ruth Shields, of Kansas City,

is_a commercial teacher in the Ottawa',
(Kans.) High School this year.

Mr. Wallace M. Olver is to have
charge of the commercial department
in the Bloomsburg (Pa.) High School
this year.

G. L. White, of the Coleman National
Business College, Newark, N. J., has
been appointed as a teacher of penman-
ship and commercial work in the Pal-
mer School in Philadelphia.

G. A. Bingham, recently of the Lu-
verne (Minn.) High School, where he
had charge of the commercial work,
has been appointed to a similar posi-
tion in the Ely (Nev.) High School.
Miss C. Minerva Brumbach is a new

assistant in the Pottstown (Pa.) Busi-
ness College.

C. M. Yoder is the head of the new
department for the training of com-
mercial teachers in the Whitewater,
Wis., State Normal School.

The Auburn (N. Y.) School of Busi-
ness, recently owned by H. F. Crumb,
has been sold to E. E. Kent, for years
one of the foremost commercial teach-
ers in New England, having been em-
ployed in the Springfield (Mass.) High
School of Commerce.
_Miss Hortense Church goes from the
Typewriting Department of the Eagan
School, Hoboken, to teach typewriting
and typewriting office practice in the
Technical High School at Newton,
Mass.

W. W. Wightman, who has been for
some time with the Englewood Business
College, Chicago, has been appointed as
head of the commercial department of
the Bryant & Stratton Business Col-
lege, Buffalo, N. Y.

W. W. Gallagher, last year the com-
mercial instructor in the Niagara Falls
(N. Y.) High School, has been en-
gaged to hold a position as assistant in
the High School of Commerce, Spring-
field, Mass.

Miss Alba Whitney follows Miss Beth
Hayward in the commercial department
at ^Colebrook Academy, Colebrook,

Miss Blanche L. Wylie, of Detroit,
Mich., is a new assistant commercial
teacher in the Wabash (Ind.) High
School.

,

Mj?s Julia Guernsey, last year with
the Elliott School at Wheeling, W. Va.
recently accepted a position in the Mil-
ler School, New York City.

Mr. Rochester Ruggles, who formerly
was employed as a commercial teacher
in the Cincinnati Y. M. C. A., is now
teaching in the Littleford School, Cin-
cinnati. •: \ .

' ,

U. L. Goodman, of Coldwater, Mich.,
1

,

was appointed to fill the vacancy in the
'

commercial department of the Wood-
bine (la.) Normal School.
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oJ^Stt!^^lm "For Sale"
Am«^f.Jry

ge/ "P-*?™ *enl care of The

FOR SALE -Best business college
proposition in Southwest. Enrolled
33 in August; well established; fine
reputation; will sell reasonable; owner
must move; growing city, 10,000; in
best agricultural belt. BUSINESS
COLLEGE, Hugo, Okla.

FOR SALE: Flourishing busi-
ness school in principal city of
Middle West. Attractive price.
Private reasons for wishing to
sell. Address "Ai School/' care
American Penman.

Miss Carrie A. Wills, of Lewiston,
Me., has taken a position as commercial

S^hooT
m EnfieId (N

*
H ' ) High

.
F. M. Allworth, of Buffalo, N Y

is acting as supervisor of penmanshipm
, "?e Chisholm (Minn.) Public

bchools.

Norris D. Blake is the new principal

LGrimmar Sch°o1 in North Troy,
Vt. Mr. Blake for some time has been
with the Manchester (N. H.) High
bcnool, as a commercial instructor.
Henry Schellhouse, of Menomonie,

Wis., recently signed a contract to teach

College
X FallS (S

*
Dak ) Business

.
Miss Lula Smith, of Lincoln, Neb

is assisting in the shorthand department

Neb
6 S Business ColIe£e, Omaha,

Raymond B. Gibbs, of the Tome
School, Port Deposit, Md., has resigned
nis position to go into business.
Miss Mary E. Lucas, for some years

(Wis.) Business College, has accepted
an appointment in the Behnke-Walker
Business College, Portland, Ore.

/mM?"J°uno°?' °.f
.
the South Omaha

(Neb.) High School, is now at the head
of the commercial work, and director
of music in the Tucumcari (N. Mex.)
High School. '

Charles H. Rude, who has been in a
business position in Odebolt, la., has re-
turned to the teaching field; he is now
teaching shorthand in the Massey Busi-
ness College, Richmond, Va.

.
Miss Ethel M. Sinclair is a new as-

sistant shorthand teacher in Link's
Modern Business College, Boise, Idaho.
Chester Jones has been elected to

nave charge of the commercial depart-
ment and to supervise penmanship in
the High School at Park City, Utah.
Mr. C W. Willis, .who has been in

pharge of the telegraph department of
the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich.,
tor the past dozen years, has accepted a
position in the Phoenix Institute, Wor-
cester, Mass. '

. :
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THE PRESIDENT'S STENOGRAPHER

(Reproduced by permission of the New York Herald)
(Q[Mr. Swcm occupies the most important stenographic position
in the world—personal stenographer and official reporter to the
President of the United States. Every word the President utters
for publication passes through the medium of Gregg Shorthand
written by Mr. Swem: In addition to this, the translation of
the President's official cipher messages is in his hands.
({[.Mr. Swem was selected after he had passed through the cru-
cial test of reporting all the President's campaign addresses.
He is one of the speediest shorthand writers of the world, having
won speed certificates from the National Shorthand Reporters'
Association for 192 words a minute on straight matter, 237
words a minute on jury charge (exceeding the previous world's
record ten words a minute), and 269 words a minute on court —

testimony. He holds the world's record for accuracy on straight matter at high speed—99.6% perfect-
made in competition with the fastest writers of the world, court reporters with from two to five times
his experience.

OLMr. Swem who is but twenty years of age, began the study of Gregg Shorthand in a night school five
years ago. The remarkable records of this young man and his rise to a position of such responsibility
in so short a time, furnish an inspiration to every ambitious young man and young woman.

Send for a copy of "What a Boy Did"—free

<
72?e Greaa ^Gfisfiinq Com6any
New York Chicago San Francisco
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"Before" and "After" Penmanship by Fred Jessup, Pupil of Herbert M. Heaney,
1 eacher of Penmanship in Michigan Business and Normal College Battle Creek, Mich.
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Movement Design by Miss Minnie Samulovitch,
Pupfl in Spencer s Business School, Schenectady, N. Y., C C. Guyett, Principal.

GILLOTTS PENS
Indispensable Instruments of Progress

and Perfection, in Penmanship

No. 604 E. F. Double Elastic Pens

No. 601 £. F. Mafnum Quill Pea
Sold by Stationers Everywhere

J08EPH CsILJLOTT & BOMS
Alfred Field & Co., Sole Aft

Chambers St. NEW YORK

FARM ACCOUNTING
Every business college sad

every progressive farmer should
know about the new system of
Farm and Household Aeeoant-
[** b* **of. Bexsll, Deaa of

M - . the School of Oommsrss of the
Prof. Bezell Oregon Agricultural College.

Adopted by leading agricultural and
commercial schools and colleges in all
Parts of the country.

The most satisfactory system ever devised.
Just what the business colleges and public
schools have long been looking for.

ISO page catalog free. Writs to-day.

The Home Correspondence School
Dept. 290, Springfield, Xass,

HIGGINS*
Eternal

Ink
Writes Everlastingly

Black
The kind you are sure to use
with continuous satisfaction.
Used and endorsed by the
American Penman, and many
business and private schools.
Sizes s ox. 10c, H pints 85c
Pints 60c, Quarts $1.00.

At Dealers Generally
„ * ps. bottle by mail prepaid fOc

From CHAS. M. HIGGINS dc COVWm 0th Str.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PENMANSHIP COPIES

HUH

eea auk* • rood praama oTyoa atbom*
dttrlnf mpmn Mom. Writ* ft* mjr frv*
book, «Aw » Mmmum m Omd Amw." M
oooUhw ipBctiiMiM and t»U» how others
m«t*red penmuMhlpr by my M*thoS>
Toar bum wtU b» •l*ff»atijr writtea *» «
eardlf jrwa ~ *

F. W. TAMBLYH. 4SS Meyer BMr~, tassatCay. Ma.
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Our Special

Information Circulars

Give in Nutshell Condensation, the

FACTS About Our New Courses

First Term Bookkeeping,

Nos. 510-552.

Write us for these:

Spelling, No. 555.

English, No. 556.

Advanced Bookkeeping,

Nos. 520-521-541-531.

Arithmetic, No. 532.

Business Forms for the

Writing Class, No.

554.

A post card will bring you any of these

or our general Price List for 1913.

Investigate for the new school year.

Goodyear- Marshall Publishing Co.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

There's an Esterbrook Pen
for every purpose—fine, medium
and broad points.

r
.

Write for illustrated booklet

Esterbrook Pen Mfg. Co.
NewYork Camden, N. J.

Gregg Shorthand Association Convention at Chicago

THE eighth annual convention of the Gregg Shorthand
Association of America was held in Chicago, August

5. The sessions were held on the Roof Garden of the

La Salle Hotel. The following officers were elected for the

year 1913-1914:

President—Paul G. Duncan, Quincy, 111.

First Vice-President—J. A. Williams, Council Bluffs,

Iowa.
Second Vice-President—Miss Hattie L. Cook, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa.
Secretary-Treasurer—Miss Pearl A. Power, Chicago,

111.

Secretary of Ever-Circulator—Miss Kitty Dixon, Chi-

cago, 111.

Representatives from twenty-six states, District of Colum-
bia and Canada were presented at the opening. Greetings
from various sections of the country were delivered by the

following

:

Pacific Coast—L. Gilbert Dake, of Jefferson High School,

Portland, Ore. Southern States—T. E. Cullen, of Cleburne,
Texas. Central States—Paul G. Duncan, of Gem City Busi-

ness College, Quincy, 111. Eastern States—Francis Dobson,
of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Fred H. Gurtleff delivered the presi-

dent's address.
About 250 attended the reception on Monday evening in the

Red Room of the hotel, and Mr. Gregg presented diplomas
to a class of ninety-five graduates of the Gregg Summer
School.
The following were among the papers read during the ses-

sions :

"The Points I Emphasize in Teaching Typewriting," Mrs.
Ida McLean, of Dubuque, la.

"The Psychology of Typewriting," W. A. Hadley, Lake-
view High School, Chicago.
"The Trend of Shorthand Teaching," Rupert P. SoRelle,

New York.
"Cases and Results of Enthusiasm in the School and on the

Outside," H. C. Spillman, New York.
"Methods and Materials Used in Advanced Dictation," J.

A. Bowers, of Bowers' Private School, Pittsburgh, Pa.
"The Training for Stenographers Under the Old Plan Com-

pared with the New," H. M. Munford, Highland Park Col-
lege. Des Moines, la.

"Requisites of Stenographers and Commercial Schools,"
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, employment manager of the Remington
Typewriter Company, New York.
The discussion of penmanship, on Thursday, like all dis-

cussions of penmanship in all conventions, aroused the keen-
est general interest. Many took part in the debating. The
leaders were Carl C. Marshall, of Cedar Rapids, la., and G.
W. Brown, of Kankakee, 111.; they rated penmanship as one
of the most important subjects of the commercial school
course.

fohn Robert Gregg lectured each afternoon on Tuesday,
rednesday and Thursday. His first lecture was entitled

"The Invention of Gregg Shorthand and Its Early Struggles."
This was the story of how the Gregg system began, and was
the feature of the literary programme. The second lecture
was entitled "The Publication of Gregg Shorthand in the
United States Twenty Years Ago," and the third was "The
Shorthand World of To-day." The listeners carried away the
salient historical facts of the system. The first edition of
Gregg Shorthand was issued in 1888 in England. It con-
tained twenty-eight pages and sold for a shilling. In 1893
Mr. Gregg landed in Boston and began his campaign for the
introduction of his system in the United States. He settled

in Chicago and established the first Gregg school there.

The event of the convention was the banquet tendered to

John R. Gregg in celebration of the Silver Jubilee of Gregg
Shorthand. Two hundred plates were laid in* the Louis XIV,
room of the La Salle Hotel. G. W. Brown, of Kankakee,
111., was toastmaster. Toasts were responded to by Mrs.
Pearl A. Power, Morton MacCormac and Frederick J. Rose,
of Chicago; Harry- C. Spillman and C. V. Oden, of New
York; Mrs. Ida McLenan Cutler,'of Dubuque, la.; Carl C
Marshall, of Cedar Rapids, la. ; J. A. Williams, Council Bluffs,

la., and R. V. Coffee, of Cedar Falls, la.

A Loving Cup was presented to Mr. Gregg on behalf of the
Gregg /school managers and friends by >Toastmaster Brown.
Writers and ^teachers in all parts of the world united in the
presentation to. him; of a beautiful album, the leaves of Japan
vellum.

;<
We.

EsterArooK
Pens



TouchTypewriting Made Easy
NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Arc you entirely satisfied with the results
obtained in your Typewriting Department?
Why not make your department a genu-

ine touch department
Scientific Touch Typewriting will do this

for you.

Bliss System of Bookkeeping
All transactions are performed with actual

business offices, where the student gets an
actual training and experience. Business
ifcen today demand the finished and experi-
enced accountant. The Bliss System affords
the office experience.

The folder system is designed especially
for small classes, night schools, etc.

National Dictation Book
WITH SHORTHAND NOTES

Do not place your order for Dictation
Books until you have examined the National.

THE F. It BLISS PUBLISHING (XX
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

The Stenographic Expert

By WILLARD B. BOTTOME
Official Stenographer New York Supreme Court

Sis* of book 5$£x8 inches—235 pages—bound in

buckram

Contains twenty-one chapters. Sixty-eight pages
in shorthand embracing principles of good phrasing,
conflicting words, familiar phrases, arbitrary signs,
and other subjects of vital interest.

The twenty-one chapters treat of the following
subjects

:

I. What Education Does the Professional Reporter Need?
II. Speed and Accuracy. III. Conflicting Words. IV. Prin-
ciples of Good Phrasing. V. Familiar Phrases. VI. Arbi-
trary Signs. VII. The Personal Equation. VIII. Arrange-
ment of Notes. IX. Punctuation While Reporting. X.
Stenographer's Duties in a Trial by Jury. XL Exhibits in
the Case. XII. The Judge's Charge. XIII. Charge as De-
livered. XIV. Editing. XV. Sermon Reporting. XVI.
Grand Jury Reporting. XVII. A Complete Case. XVIII.
gaijy Cop/. JCIX. The Talking Machine. XX. Odds and
Ends. XXI. The Court Reporter of Tomorrow.

Price $2.00, by mail, postage prepaid.

Special prices to teachers.

Send for sample pages.

WILLARD B. BOTTOME
220 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Specimen of Rapid Business Letter Writing from Pittsburgh, Pa.



Attention—
Agents-

Local and
Mail Dealers—

If— Premium Users!
You want something that is the thing right now—an article for which
there is an unlimited demand and with which many agents are
making from $50.00 to $75.00 a week net profit—something that
local and mail dealers are finding to be a ready seller and with
which many concerns, who are giving them as premiums, have in-
creased their sales considerably, get acquainted with the "MORGAN
DANDT' safety razor!

Now is the time when people appreciate a low priced razor that has
every appearance of an expensive one. The- "MORGAN DANDV is an
exceptional one, comparing favorably with the high priced safety razors, yet it
can be sold at 25 cents, leaving a big profit.

In fact, our "MORGAN DANDY" is a $5.00 razor in everything but an expensive box.
It is triple silver plated and contains all the essential features that go to make the
shaving qualities—its construction is such that enables us to guarantee it to shave as
good, if not better, than any other razor, IRRESPECTIVE OF PRICE OR MAKE.
Here's something that fills a long felt want, for a good razor at a low price, has
always been a necessity

!

There are only two parts to the razor—the frame and the blade. The blade being
adjusted and released so quickly both can be dried in an instant. This is a decided
advantage and saves time and annoyance as well as making it perfectly sanitary.
And the angle of the frame and the guard are so scientifically adjusted as to get
the best results and insure absolute safety.

The steel of the blade is the best, especially ground and tempered. Every blade is
hair tested and inspected. Neither time nor expense has been spared in developing
the best blade that is possible to make. And a new blade can be sold by you at about
the same price that it costs to resharpen others.

Bead what this man who is now using a "MORGAN DANDV regularly says:

"I am using your razor and find one need have no fear of cutting
or scratching. For the last few years I have been using a
Gillette but find the Morgan Dandy equal for an easy, cool,
comfortable and 'clean quick

9
shave."

You Want More Money
and you want this regardless of whether you are an Agent, Mail Dealer, Premium User
or a Local Dealer, or what your occupation or profession may be, if you are a man
with the "Get There" spirit, you want this because you can make big money with
this razor and we want you to write for wholesale prices, copies of show cards, cir-
culars, and other matter furnished with imprint.
Enclose 25 cents for sample razor, which amount can be deducted from first order,
or, if you don't think our "Morgan Dandy" shaves as good, or better, than any other
razor, we will send your quarter back.

Write ZJ& Today
H TheStanley U. Morgan Co., Manufacturers

312-314 West Madison Street, CHICAGO
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Personal and School News
R. W. Clement, formerly of the

Palmer (Mass.) High School now has
charge of the commercial department
of the Holyoke (Mass.) High School.

Miss Annie Cameron was elected to
fill the vacancy for a commercial teach-
er in the Penacook (N. H.) High
School.

The Eastman-Gaines School, of New
York City, recently engaged these two
new teachers: J. W. Robertson for the
Shorthand Department, and C. A.
Bricker for the Business Department.

O. W. Thomas, last year with the
Maury High School, Norfolk, Va., has
changed positions; this year he is with
the Wheeling (W. Va.) High School,
teaching commercial subjects.

T. W. DeHaven, who for two years
has been at the head of the commercial
work in the Manistee (Mich.) High
School, has gone to take a similar po-
sition in the Houghton (Mich.) High
School.

Miss Vera Egelston, of the Rutland
(Vt.) Business College, has been chos-
en as a shorthand teacher in Kinyon's
Commercial School, Pawtucket, R. I.

Newton Fulton, recently the head
commercial instructor in the Derby
(Conn.) High School, has taken a po-
sition in the Stillman Business College,
Danbury, Conn.

Miss Ethel M. NicholSj of Searsport,
Me., who taught typewriting last year
in the Technical High School at New-
ton, Mass., has been elected as a com-
mercial teacher in Cushing Academy,
Ashburnham, Mass.

Miss Stella Rader, of Brown's Busi-
ness College, Peoria, 111., is now teach-
ing shorthand in the Mankato (Minn.)
Commercial College.

The following teachers were selected
to handle the commercial and shorthand
work in the Mobile (Ala.) High School
this year : Mr. Morris Metz, for the
bookkeeping; Miss May Hosbrook, of
the Ashtabula (Ohio) Business College,
for the shorthand work and to act as
secretary to the principal, Lee Byrne.

The Tri-State Business College, of
Cumberland, Md., recently secured Miss
Carrie M. Haller, of Lancaster, Pa.,
for their shorthand work.

Mr. R. P. Palmer, of Chicago, was
chosen as the new commercial teacher
for the State Normal and Industrial
School at Ellendale, N. Dak., to follow
P. A. Cooley.

Mrs. Matilda Pfeifer, of Big Rapids,
Mich., is undertaking the work of train-
ing pupils in commercial work in the
Academy of Sisters of Resurrection,
Chicago.

Miss Emma B. Isett, of Pottstown,
Pa., is teaching in the commercial de-
partment of the Ramsey (N. J.) High
School.

T. A. Lucas, of Orviston, Pa., re-
cently signed a contract to teach short-
hand and solicit for W. J. Trainer, of
Trainer's Business College, Perth Am-
boy, N. J.

Miss Myrtle B. Craig, of Springfield,
Mass., was appointed to teach in the

GOOD
Positions
1 FOP GOOD °

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

SPECIALTY

TEACHERS' AGENCIES

DAVENPORT, IOWA —third in sbe amon* Iow»
took our man for the head of the

Business Department in the High School. The great Tacoma
High School, with its 2,000 students, secured a second man
through us. The MacCormac School, Chicago, recently selected
our. candidate. Scores of good positions going to our members!
For a better position now or later, write to THE BUREAU
THAT GETS RESULTS.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
Robert A. Grant, Manager Webster Groves, St. Louis, Mo.

R. B. I. TRAINING SCHOOL SlJtJ12
*
"^j** °* our recent Summer School
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Is your knowledge of the commercial texts sufficient for teaching? If not, you should
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ve- A number of prospective commercial teachers have justregistered with us to secure this preparation. Join thfs class and get ready for our nextsummer school work m methods. Send for our prospectus and bulletin.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE .... ROCHESTER, N. Y.

$33,•000 7 s
*i
wyt*en September 1. Since our last advertisement was written, we,ww have plac^ teachers at an aggregate annual salary of more than $33,000. Wesent men as follows: Pittsburg, $1,500; Danbury, Conn., $1,380: Mamaroneck? n! Y $1 200*
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M̂ $1 '600; fPtr^i.Mass.; $1,250; Vuffafo, N. Y? $1 800; 1Salt TakeCity, $1,200. And women as follows: Milwaukee at $90 a month; Portland Oregdn, $110-

^S^LSn^J^ Boise, Idaho, $80; Albuquerque, N. Mex., fl25; Portland, Oregon, $80!And, naturally, this list includes many positions with smaller salaries. Within a week we havesent teachers to Idaho, Oregon, New Mexico, Utah and New York on telegraphirauthority tthire at our own discretion. Does that signify anything to you? Enrollment free.
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THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
(A Specialty by a Specialist)E. E. Gaylord, Manager 25 Emcx Street, Beverly, Mas*.

MlAUnA Sr,.;.1,W A gfnfv I

Statiop
"C>" SP°tM«- WASHINGTON

Tin* Atilv -._./*{« I_ _t_ _ - «.*

West
ing advancement.

. The only specialists* agency in the great North
Best of opportunities for progressive teachers. We solicit Correspondence with those seek-

High School at Newburyport, Mass.
Miss Craig will handle the shorthand
and typewriting work.

J. Leslie Bowling, of Philadelphia, re-
cently was chosen as an assistant com-
mercial teacher in the New Britain
(Conn.) Commercial College.

Miss A. Estelle Allen, of Philadel-
phia, has been elected as a teacher of
commercial work in the High School
at Chester, Pa.

W. P. Gaynor, who has recently been
attending the Mankato (Minn.) Com-
mercial College, is now teaching in the
High School at Jamestown, N. Dak.

A position as commercial teacher in
the High School at Madison, Me., is

now held by Miss Vera Webb, of
Oceanville.

Two new teachers have been added
to the teaching staff in the Butte Busi-
ness College, Butte, Mont: F. C. Bro-
fee, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and B. I. Van
Gilder, of Clarksburg, W. Va.

Miss Jeannette Dolley, of Rochester,
N. Y., is a new assistant in the short-
hand department of the Central City
Business College, Syracuse, N. Y.

W. C. Pittenger is now in charge of
the commercial work in the Longmont
(Colo.) High School.

Miss Mary G. Levy, a young com-
mercial teacher, has obtained her first

position in that work in the West New-
bury (Mass.) High School.

We need more good commercial te&oh-
er», especially such that can teach writ-
ing successfully.

REGISTRATION FREE
Register now for emergency vacancies.

FECHNERS* TEACHERS AGENCY
P.O. Box 618 . - . St. Lout* Mo.

Tho MID-CONTINENT TEACHERS'AGENCY
E. H. Ellsworth, Mgr., successor to Mr. T. E.
Boyd, is beginning the fifth year of continued
success and invites the custom of teachers and
school authorities in all parts of the country.We are conducting an aggressive campaign
for business m the seven Mississippi Valley
states from Canada to Texas and are filling anumber of positions in the states farther west
Write for information. Address
MID-OOKTHfEKT TEACHERS' AGZVOT

319 Portsmouth Building, Kansas City, Kaa.

Good Teachers for Good Schools"We are constantly in need of Commercial and Short
hand Teachers. Positions listed from Coast to Coast.
May w« help you to a better position? No enrollment
fee. UNION TEACHERS BUREAU, TribiUM Bldf.. New
Tor* City. <Established in 187T.

)

_ J- O. Neighbors, of Yellow Springs,
Md., has been elected supervisor of
writing in the schools of Queen Anne's
County, Maryland.

Mr. G. E. Weaver, a well-known
teacher of drawing and penmanship in
the Middle West, has been engaged to
supervise the penmanship of the public
schools of Oregon, 111.
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Pen Studies and Specimens
1 Booklet—Engraved from pen drawings by Scrttmer so 1*
1 Engraver's Art Proof—Bird Flourish 7x11 *

u
,!

1 Engraver's Art Proof—Horse Flourish 7x11 J;
1 Engraver's Art Proof—Lion Flourish 7x11 ik
1 Large Proof on Cardboard—Lady's Head j!

? drt F100*8 «f Diplomas, Eesolutions, fine for Students.!!!!! ;
on

1 Hand-made Water Color Head-on cardboard ..

*

1 Hand-made Pen and Ink Head—on cardboard ! 22
1 Hand-made Bird Flourish, with space for lettering !!.!!!

2

1 Aluminum Card Case, name engraved 'Sj!

1 Leather Card Case, name burned in ok
1 do*. Hand-painted and written cards 2
1 doz. White Cards, any name 5?
1 doz. Colored Cards, white ink '

1 Batch Specimen Cards, my own selection..!! ?5
.00

I make letterheads, cover designs, diplomas, resolutions, etc.: also en-gravings from your copies. Special advertising ideas for business colleges
etc. bend for estimates.

'

C. D. SCRIBNER, Handwriting Expert
P.O. Box 396 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

Y?HJ?^^MAKE $$$$$$$$$SfeiM to do RAPID. CLEAN-CUtIet^R,£g
PRACTICAL LETTERING OUTFIT con.i»ting of3Marking and 3 Shading Pen., together with two shades of

trade mark , . .
Lettering Ink, sample Show Card, instructions, figures and

alphabets, sent prepaid at the special introductory price of $1,00.

a' 'cftiD
ln,truclor for the Lettering Pen, prepaid $1.00.

COLOR-PLATE COMPENDIUM, 72 pages, _ .

Modern Show Card Lettering, Designs, etc., 144 pages. 6x9 for' Pen and Brush, prepaid $T.OOAll j ^~«*f»«=«n8. *^w»ns, eic., ijTf pages, O tor re
All goods guaranteed first class and reliable. Complete catalog free.

Addreaa-NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO., Dept. C. PontUc, Mich., U. S. A.

INTENTIONALLY GOOD

See our attractive line of engraved designs
for any kind of school: The quality does
not suffer by comparison.

For samples and prices address

KA&TIK DIPLOMA COMPANY,
Boston, Mass.

Educational Building, Nkw Yo*k Cxtt.

There are many penholders on the market; but the MAGNTJ8S0N PROFES-
SIONAL » the only penholder that has won its reputation on its own merit for
ornamental writing. The thin stem which is so desirable, cannot be made success-

fully with an automatic lathe, therefore they are HAND MADE of select rosewood, (Look for
It Inch Inlaid ... - $1.00 the brand.)

It Inch Plain ... . .50 A. MAGNUSSON• Inch Inlaid 50
t Inch Plain - .25 208TN. 5th St. Quincy, Illinois

MF»Ea^IVlWNSHIF>BYMAIL
If you want to write better, at least expense,
let me know. Pen Written copies scientifically
prepared: write for particulars and free sample.
Mention
course
desired,"

16 Cards for
25 cents L. B. 1*58. Waco, Texat

The Imperial Engraving Co.

32 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

We have clients in all sections of the country

HALF-TONES A SPECIALTY
Write us

Mr. D. J. Smith follows R. S. Baker
in the commercial work at Worcester
(Mass.) Business Institute.

Miss Ruth B. Casey is handling the
commercial work in the Belleville
(N. J.) High School this year.

W. P. Potter, who during the sum-
mer has been teaching in Brown's
Business College, Marion, 111., is now in
charge of the commercial department
in the Iron Mountain (Mich.) High
School
Mr. C. O. Barrow, of Chillicothe,

Mo., has closed a contract to assist in
the commercial work in Link's Modern
Business College, Boise, Idaho.

The High School at Raleigh, N. C,
has secured as a commercial teacher,
Miss Gertrude Richardson, of Detroit,
Mich.

Personal and School News
Miss May Wilson has accepted a po-

sition in the commercial department of
the Wausau (Wis.) High School.

Mr. H. D. Eades, of the High School
of Commerce of La Junta, Colo., fol-
lows Frank C. Hemphill in the County
High School at Montrose, Colo.

D. W. Graber has contracted to teach
in the Worcester (Mass.) Business In-
stitute.

Fred C. Ewing, of Camden, Mich.,
has been elected to a position as com-
mercial teacher in the Rochelle (111.)
High School.

Miss Elizabeth Emerson, last year a
commercial teacher in the High School
at Holyoke, Mass., is now in charge of
the commercial department in the
North Brookfield (Mass.) High School.

John G. Moll, of Lebanon, Pa., is
now a teacher in Thompson's Business
School, Holyoke, Mass.

The High School at Oneonta, N. Y.,
has added to its teaching staff, Miss
Caroline Hull, of Madison, Conn. Miss
Hull will teach commercial work, prob-
ably shorthand and typewriting.

G. M. Weierbach, of Coopersburg,
Pa., is now an assistant in the Drake

%

School at Jersey City, N. J.

Mr. J. F. Flower, recently associated
with Thompson's Business School,
New York City, has accepted a position
in the Walworth Business and Steno-
graphic Institute, New York.

Hiram Williams, of Bangor, Pa., re-
cently secured a position as commer-
cial teacher in the Glassboro (N. J)
High School.

J '

Miss Blanche E. Thompson, of La-
conia (N. H.) is a new typewriting in-
structor in the Woonsocket (R. I.)
Commercial College.

Mr. E. A. Cooper, of Montpelier, Vt.,
has taken the position as head of the
commercial department in the New
Haven (Conn.) High School.

Miss Anna B. Bowles, of Waimahu,
Wis., is now teaching commercial
branches in the Lake Mills (Wis.)
High School.

Miss Eva L. Williams is located at
the Office School, Minneapolis, Minn.,
this year. Miss Williams did some
substitute teaching during last year in
the Greeley (Colo.) Business College,
and has recently been attending the
Gregg School, Chicago.

P. A. Fullen, of Hartford, Kans., has
been engaged as an assistant in the
commercial department of the North-
western Business College, Spokane,
Wash.
Mr. G. A. Coggan, of Columbus,

Ohio, has closed a contract to teach in
the Rhode Island Commercial School,
Providence, R. I. ; Mr. Coggan will act
as an assistant.

Miss Zella Franks, of Clyde, Ohio,
has been elected to teach stenography
in the High School at Charleroi, Pa.
Miss Katherine Hartley, of Salina,

Kans., has been taken as a commercial
teacher in the North Platte (Neb.)
High School.



"Small Bags Hold Large Diamonds"
This is a homely saying, but very true when applied to the Text Books and Exercise Books

published by THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY. The great mass of human
knowledge is contained in cyclopedias, dictionaries, and other ponderous volumes, but these

- are unfit for use as school text-books. They serve, however, as a matrix from which to
crystallize the ideas that are exactly suited to practical application in the modern business
world.

Our books have the keen, up-to-date snap of the latest business methods, combined with
the most approved pedagogical principles, and in addition, a scholarly finish, so often lacking
in books for business schools. You will thus readily see why hundreds of the most discrim-
inating school proprietors use our publications in preference to any others on the market.

Get some of our books for examination. They will appeal to you as they have to others.
You cannot afford to ignore this appeal. Start in, say, with our New Practical Letter Writing.
Then examine our Letter Writing Lessons, an exercise book prepared to get the best results
from the text-book, with the least labor of both student and teacher. Commercial Law. Arith-
metic Aids, Plain English, and others will appeal to you convincingly. Look into them.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
Euclid and East Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio

'

.
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THE COURTNEYMETHOD *^<»

Anyone That Is Able to Tie His Shoe Strings Can Learn to Write
a rapid, tireless business handwriting. That is true if he enrolls in P. B. Courtney's School of Penmanship by correspondence.

.—J^S C<mrtnev School enables those who live at a distance to receive the most practical course that can Dossiblv be obtained not at atremendous cost winch res.dent schools usually charge but at a cost so small that it places it within the reach
P
of everyone

'
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al »«ention is given the correspondence student than the classroom student He also has theadvantage of taking his instruction as fast or as slowly as he wishes and is not held back by indifferent students.
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t0 d-ote your. spare time or waste time to the profitable study of penman-

ESTeMSI ^Pl^^^^SSl^" TEACH£R F°R Y°VR ^TRUCTOR. » ™TT ARE INTER-

A postal will do. SIMPLY SAY, I am interested. Teil ;ne
more about your effective way of teachinK by mail.

Since taking a course from Francis B. Courtney my earn-
j

ing power has been increased. .Recently I received an in-
[crease of salary to the amount of twenty-five dollars a

month. Any one contemplating a course in penmanship
|

cuiild not alWU to take a course from another school.
[

L. C Kline, Boyerton, i'a.

Courtney's School of Penmanship

by Correspondence
FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Principal

P. O. Box K, 492 DETROIT, MICH.



The Best Asset
in the way of a business education is a skilled
knowledge of shorthand and the operation of the

Remington
Typewriter

Knowledge of the Remington is

an asset as good as ready money to
those who have it. You can "real-
ize" on it always; not simply here
and there, but anywhere.

Remember that there are over
three-quarters of a million Reming-
tons in service. These machines
need operators. More Remington
operators are always needed, because
there are more Remington Type-
writers.

That's the reason that most
schools teach the Remington, and
most students are Remington-
trained. Experience teaches that
Remington instruction pays best,

both for the school and the
pupil.

Remin gton
Typewriter Company

(Incorporated)


